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joys of discovery
historical research and writing

LEROYRleroyR HAFEN

history is the record of man s sojourn on earth it encom-
passes not only his aspirations achievements and progress but
also his discouragementsdiscouragements his shortcomings and his failures
the many branches of history treat and emphasize various
phases of the subject such as the economic political social
and military aspects of human development

what passes for history is often folklore myth or legend
these each have their interest their appeal and their place
but that place is primarily in literature not in history although
as we shall see in a moment good history is also literature
however nothing in fiction no fruits of the imagination can
equal in interest what actually occurred the great english
historian george M trevelyan said of the basic events of
history just because it really happened it gathers round it
all the inscrutable mystery of life and death and time let the
science and research of the historian find the fact and let his
imagination and art make clear its significance

in some respects history is a science it seeks for accuracy
exactness and truth but dealing with humans and their attri-
butes the historian cannot set the stage and repeat an experi-
ment as is possible in chemistry physics or other sciences so
history falls short of the accuracy of science but what it lacks
as science it achieves as art for in a real sense history is an art
akin to poetry painting sculpture specifically it is a form of
literature the ideal in history is not only to have dependable
facts but an artistic and intriguing presentation thus the
study the writing and the teaching of history offer great chal-
lenges an alluring opportunity

history is so interesting that I1 am surprised you are not all
historians As a matter of fact I1 believe all of yoyouu are in a

given as the third annual faculty lecture at brigham young university
march 23 1966
dr hafen has been professor of history at brigham young university since
1954 for the thirty preceding years he was state historian of colorado
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way some of you just tell stories of your youth to your grand-
children and of course all of these tales are very accurate and
unembellished some of you are ardent genealogists and gene-
alogy is a specialized branch of history much of the scripture
you study is history some of you read rather than write history
and history is never complete until it is read

historical work can be divided generally into two major
undertakings first RESEARCH the gathering of facts second
WRIWRITINGtingTINc the synthesis of facts the telling of the story

let us first consider RESEARCH IN HISTORY this is the
gathering and selection of information about what happened
the search for facts the pursuit of truth research is detective
work and it has all the fascination and thrill of a detective s

pursuit of clues in research one tastes the joys of discovery
the pursuit of truth is the objective in fact the degree of truth
attained is the measure of success in research

the laboratories for historical research are the libraries
archives and other collections of records where there are no
records it has been said there is no history

in the study of records certain general canons of method
have been developed scholars engaged in ancient and medieval
history have found that many writings are not genuine or
dependable there have been forgeries of documents pertain-
ing to land titles church decrees etc so scholars have worked
out what approaches a science in the matter of rules and
methods of determining the authenticity of records langois
and seignabosSeignabos have a textbook on methodology in medieval
historical studies I1 remember professor paetow at the univer-
sity of california and his interesting examples of notable for-
geries and the ingenious methods of detecting forgeries

we need not go into these problems here for our subject
and concern are of a later period students such as I1 who are
primarily interested in the nineteenth and twentieth centuries
have a somewhat simpler problem and challenge but common
sense and experience have suggested certain rules for determin-
ing the dependability of modem documents

we roughly classify written records into primary and sec-

ondary accounts primary sources are those written by partici-
pants or observers at the time of a happening the contem-
porary letters written to relatives or friends the official reports
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the diaries of the persons on the scene and contemporary news-
paper accounts are examples of primary sources

how thankful we are for the diaries kept by history minded
persons many journals of explorers and of pioneers have
supplied basic information for our historical works my wife
ann well expressed this indebtedness in a poem commemorat-
ing pioneers on the old spanish trial and entitled it A
journal speaks

I1 am the voice of the exploring ages
eternal life of fingers turned to dust
I1 am the forever of man s will to tell
A buckskinned link with tomorrow
preserved by the acrid smoke of a campfire

while his comrades snore in their earthy rolls
my creator squinting shivering
hunches over the dying coals to scrawl

covered ten miles today
two hundred yet to go

left five mules by the trail
no water and grass for camp
nor wood except joshua burrs
chewed bullets to wet my mouth
butthatsbut thats no substitute for water
Is all of california gold
worth one day of agonizing thirst
heaven pour rain tonight

the journal I1 voice of questing man
gold of his pack
dust cry of a smothering mule

even persons who are present and report an event do not
always agree it is notorious that the witnesses of a fire or a
dog fight do not tell the same story so the historian endeavors
to find as many contemporary accounts of an event as possible
and then by judging the objectivity and trustworthiness of the
witnesses to come up with the most accurate account possible of
what actually happened and in some cases with good diaries
and letters one can also learnleam the motive that impelled to
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action and motives are generally the most difficult problem
for the historian to explain or establish

As participants and observers of an event are removed
farther and farther from the scene they tend to become less
reliable reporters in other words we learn that human memory
is imperfect that reminiscensesreminiscences are not nearly so dependable
as accounts written down at the time so reminiscent accounts
old man s tales are always suspect

secondary sources are those written not by participants or
witnesses but by persons who get their information second-
hand such writings vary greatly there are the wild guesses
and imaginings of writers of fiction at one end and then ex-
tending through a long scale of writers of varying degrees of
dependability up to the responsible scholar who does thorough
work and produces monographs that are our most dependable
historical writing such works cite the sources used indicate the
bases for conclusions and thus can be judged as to their compe-
tence such are the ideals for the theses and dissertations pro-
duced by our graduate students and by competent scholars

my main purpose is not to discuss the canons of historical
writing but to give in a more personal way some experiences
in historical work and to reveal the joys in this field of
endeavor

first let us look at libraries and documentary sources the
laboratories for historical work in research which for most
of us is the most interesting and enjoyable part of the historical
vocation the principal labor is carried on in documentary col-
lections the great libraries of the nation and the world are the
storehouses of the accumulated wisdom of mankind how
thrilling to visit the british museum one of the largest libraries
in the world and to see the vast historical sources gathered
and stored through the centuries the bibliothebibliothecbibliothequeque nationalenationalsNationale
in france and the vatican library of rome are but representa-
tive of the great record accumulations available to us

individual libraries tend to specialize in certain fields inas-
much as my own interest has been western american history
I1 have gone to the great repositories of documents and records
in this area the bancroft library at berkeley and the henry
E huntington library at san marino are the most famous in
california the william R coe collection at yale university
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the newberry library at chicago and the harvard library
also have outstanding western sources the various state his-
torical societies have marvelous collections pertaining to their
respective areas the missouri historical society at st louis
is preeminent in the western fur trade and early exploration
materials in the field of government documents of course the
magnificent national archives are supreme the library of
congress presumed to have a copy of every book published in
the united states is our largest and most inclusive library

one could go on with a long list of libraries and their
specialties but this would hardly serve our purpose it is
enough to know that there are great libraries available to
the researcher and that their doors are open to scholars

for the full thrill the researcher should visit the great re-
positoriespositories at the national archives the air conditioned and
specially lighted vault containing the original declaration of
independence is raised up from the subbasement each day to
be viewed by the long line of history minded citizens who file
alongside to view the immortal document in the stacks of the
archives are the monthly reports of all the early military forts
of the west many of them still neatly folded and tied in red
tape the original for the popular term red tape the maps
and drawings of the earliest explorers and surveyors the re-
ports of indian agents logs of emigrant ships even the weather
reports are there the national archives are truly a treasure
trove

if one is interested in the greatest exploration tour of west-
ern history the lewis and clarkdarkoark expedition it is a privilege
to go to the missouri historical society and see and even
handle the little leather bound book that william clarkdarkoark car-
ried to the pacific and back with its queer spelling but good
drawings and maps the lists of the fur traders pulling keel
boats up the muddy missouri ten miles a day to the mouth of
the yellowstone the men and supplies packing out to the
summer fur trade rendezvous in the central rockies are there

when we were doing research for our history of the old
spanish trail which ran from santa fe to los angeles we flew
to mexico city in 1946 there in the hemeroteca national we
found the diary of the first packhorse trip from new mexico to
southern california it was aggravatingly brief but it did give
the dates and the places of night camps and from these we
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were able to determine the route to a crossing of the colorado
river to the virgin and the mojave rivers and thence to san
gabriel mission southern california this trace was mainly
south of the colorado and only its western end was along our
old spanish trail

during the several years of our research we sought in vain
for a contemporary and complete record of a trip over our
trail regretfully wewroterewrotewe wrote at the end of our book manuscript
that we had been unable to find a diary of a complete journey
over the route finally when our book was almost ready to go
to the publisher yale university issued a large volume describ-
ing its manuscript holdings among these we noted the listing
of a diary by orville pratte and among the names mentioned
enroute was the sevier river we knew at once that this journey
was through utah and over the spanish trail immediately
we obtained a microfilm copy of the diary and when we saw
its importance got permission from yale to publish the rare
document we added it as a final chapter to touriburour volume and
were happy

how exciting to find a fugitive bit of information in some
obscure library or collection some long sought fact that explains
conditions or solves puzzles some obscure name or report in a
fadedfaded newspaper a rare pamphlet with significant informa-
tion A few months ago we saw a pamphlet recently purchased
by the huntington library it was a blank verse account of the
mormon sufferings in missouri written by james mulholland
the scribe to whom the prophet joseph smith dictated the
early part of his life history the pamphlet was published at
nauvoo in 1841 a few months after the unfortunate death of
the young author age thirty five years

all searches are not fruitful sometimes after a long pursuit
youou arrive at the right place only to find that thoughtless
descendants finally cleaned house last week and burned up
grandpa s old box of letters and papers that had cluttered the
attic these many years

sometimes you run up against a blank wall as I1 did literally
on one occasion rumor had it that there was a lost mine in
the high sangre de cristo mountains of colorado a caverno
del oro a cave of gold A party was organized supplied with
long ropes and necessary equipment it is a long story that my
wife published some years ago and that cannot be repeated
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here suffice it to say that after descending on a hundred foot
rope into the black pit at the end of the cave I1 finally reached
bottom there was only a blank wall of limestone no skeleton
chained to the wall as legend had said no evidence of treasure
only a broken rib in the difficult ascent was my reward for the
trouble

ann ended her article detective historian thus to the
party the venture was disappointing no treasure found no
headlines for the newspapers no relic of the ancient con-
quistadoresquistadores but to the detective historian it was just another
clue pursued another myth exploded another triumph for the
scholar s code to build history on fact not on fossilized fic-
tion

libraries are the laboratory and the workshop of the his-
torian these great institutions not only open their doors and
welcome the scholar they provide card cataloguescataloguercatalogues and descrip-
tive calendars of holdings have competent and willing
librarians and assistants and often provide research rooms
study carrels or offices microfilm readers and photocopying
devices to promote the search for truth

A few institutions are not willing to open their archives
even to the most sincere and competent scholars some corpora-
tions and some families keep their records sealed some are
afraid of lawsuits some have skeletons in their closets some-
thing to hide they are afraid of the truth

on the more recent subjects american historians supple-
ment the library materials by interviewing pioneers or their
descendants here as indicated earlier one must take the
stories with due allowance because of lapses of memory and
human failings experience has proved that the recollections
pertaining to dress home life and the general flavor of the
times are more reliable than those giving dates and the chron-
ology of events

during the depression of the 1930 s in a WPA historical
project in colorado the first such in the nation there were
fifty workers out in the state interviewing pioneers collecting
data on the history of towns churches schools and other fea-
tures of local history they sent in to me each week the results
of their labor the accumulated information produced several
volumes of excellent source materials on the history of colorado
and its people these personalized the dry bonesofbones of history
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study on the ground another line of research is pursued
by the scholar who is not merely or exclusively an armchair
historian A person who retraces trails visits historic sites
studies geography for the setting of an event is well rewarded
and is a happy historian only by such personal contact can
he get the feel of his subject understand what happened and
why relive the story and thus be equipped to properly tell it

after mrs hafen and I1 spent a year at the huntington
library working on the old spanish trail we devoted a very
profitable month in retracing the crooked packhorse route that
extended from los angeles to santa fe we followed the dry
bed of the mojave river visited the yellow alkaline amargosaamargoso
river that flows into death valley we refreshed ourselves in
the desert at resting spring we located the original water
pool bubbling up with sand in what is now a headhousebeadhouseheadhouse of
the culinary supply of the city of las vegas nevada in less
than an hour we sped across the creosote covered plain from
las vegas to the muddy river a desert stretch of fifty five
waterless miles that were once strewn with the bones of horses
that died of thirst and fatigue we followed the roily virgin
on the banks of which I1 spent by boyhood and its santa clara
branch to the notorious mountain meadows once a beautiful
grassy retreat for failing pack mules and tired horses we took
the dirt trail from little salt lake up red creek canyon and
crossed cedar mountain to the sevier river followed this
stream some distance took the trail to fish lake where kit
carson made such a large catch of trout over the wasatch
mountains at the head of salina canyon and traversed castle
valley we crossed the green river where packs were former-
ly raftedcrafted and horses swam the current over another barren
desert to a crossing of the colorado river at present moab up
spanish valley and on to charles redd s la sal ranch to be
feasted at his annual beef sale party across southwestern colo-
rado near mesa verde and durango to the chama river
to quaint rustic abiquiu perched on the side of a hill and
finally to santa fe

here was one of the rewards of western historical research
similar trips have taken us over the oregon and santa fe
trails the california and mormon trail the bozeman trail
the lewis and clarkdarkoark trail the pony express and stagecoach
trails and many less famous routes the sites of battlefields
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lured us some western ones are the little bighorn sand
creek summit springs tongue river pierre s hole and
glorieta pass

we have also visited the plains of abraham where heroic
montcalm and wolfe both died at the gates of quebec in the
climax of the struggle between france and britain for control
of north america at saratoga one of the fifteen decisive
battles of the world we toured the historic ground where
occurred the turning point of the american revolution what
an impressive monument one sees there benedict arnold you
may recall was the hero of the battle but because of his later
treason he has a most tragic monument in his previous patriot-
ic campaign against quebec he had been wounded in the lower
leg so the monument at saratoga shows in relief this booted
leg against the side of a saddle the name was not considered
worthy to be inscribed on the monument but the leg that was
wounded in the true service of his country is preserved in stone
on the battlefield of saratoga

the battlefields of yorktown of antietam of vicksburg
and of gettysburg and many others have drawn us to their
shrines to such as these eastern sites I1 went as a history teacher
to get atmosphere and sentiment but not as a historical research-
er or writer

we have picked up bullets arrowheads and other memen-
toes of famous battlefields and historic places of the west we
have visited the sites of the sixteen famous rendezvous of the
fur trade and most of the dozens of forts of the period I1 was
at champoegChampoeg oregon in 1943194 for the centennial celebration of
establishment of the first government in oregon we were at
the centennial of the founding of fort suttersutlersuiter at sacramento
california in 1939 and the quartoquattoquarboquarioquartocentennialquattocentennialcentennial of the intradaentrada of
coronado into new mexico celebrated at santa fe in 1940
we traversed the overland stagecoach route and were enter-
tained at the pioneer trails association gathering in julesburglesburgjulesbergJu
colorado with a buffalo steak dinner in 1946 and so on and
on for several years indeed research and vacation trips make
a wonderfully enjoyable combination

often it is only by studying the ground that one can settle
certain historical controversies for example the site of the
first rendezvous in the rockies has long been in dispute the
written records are scant and say merely that the site was twenty
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miles up river from the mouth of henry s fork of green river
but the question was up which stream the green or henry s
fork an examination on the ground showed that twenty miles
up green river is a barren narrow valley incapable of sustain-
ing the several hundred horses of a big trading camp twenty
miles up henry s fork a little above present manila utah at
the mouth of burnt creek was and is a fine large grassy
meadow that met the requirements for a summer rendezvous
thus was the decision obvious

the route of the unfortunate death valley party of 1849
in its journey from salt lake to southern california could be
determined only by going by jeep horseback or on foot over
the ground west of enterprise utah the jump off from mount
misery to the upper beaver dam wash clearly shows why
wagons could not follow the packhorse trail and why the
majority turned back to follow jefferson hunt over the old
spanish or mormon trail the location of the route of the
packers was verified by finding the initials of henry bigler s

name cut in the canyon wall this is the bigler who kept the
diary that recorded the discovery of gold at suttersuitersutier s mill
january 24 1849

farther on the mormon trail apostle charles C rich s

route when his party turned back toward the muddy river
is determined by the unique ten foot wide gash so strangely ap-
pearing through a mountain in the desert easily recognized as
the unusual phenomena they called arrow canyon

jedediah smith s route in turning from the sevier river to
the south of present richfield and going up the clear creek
branch and on to cove fort is easy to understand when one is
on the ground and can see the difficulties of farther travel up
the river canyon and the easy westward course of clear creek
students who did not know the country have thought smith
continued up the sevier river and went down zion canyon
an impossible route

studying the ground for the site of famous fort hall near
modern pocatello idaho is fascinating as is the entire route
of the oregon trail when one looks at the foot deep ruts cut
by the grinding of iron tired wheels in the solid stone beside
the north platte near guernsey wyoming or sees the cuts in
the sod of western nebraska he is impressed
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if you climb to the top of independence rockI1 which rests
like a giant granite turtle on the plain beside the winding sweet-
water you have only to close your eyes for a moment to see
the circling wagons of oregon pioneers at the base of the rock
the oxen grazing on the green grass of the plain and a buffalo
herd spotting the distant horizon only a slight switch of
thought and the scene is changed to a white desolation with
half covered handcartshandcarts surrounded by freezing and starving
men women and children of martin s belated company of
mormon pioneers struggling to reach zion the sweetwater
is covered with floating ice and heroic boys of the rescue party
from salt lake valley are carrying weak women and crying
children across the waist deep stream

being on the ground sharpens the perception and spurs the
imagination of those who study history and those who honor
heroism they can visualize courage

WRITING HISTORY research is enjoyable and one tends to
continue on and on in its pleasurable pursuit some persist from
a perfection complex that urges further study and definitive
findings others perhaps are merely postponing the arduous
work of writing but sooner or later the historian must conclude
that his gathering is substantially complete that he must get
down to actual writing otherwise his efforts are wasted gone
with the wind

assembling and organizing his facts evaluating the mate-
rials and arriving at conclusions are often difficult making a
synthesis and applying generalizations require broad knowledge
and an understanding of human nature but the climax the
object of the whole undertaking in history is an adequate pre-
sentationsentation through the printed word

there are two basic types of historical writing the mono-
graph and the general synthesis the first is exemplified by
theses and dissertations which are devoted to limited subjects
these are thorough and exhaustive studies where extensive re-
search seeks definitive answers to limited questions such labor
is primarily concerned with ascertaining the facts what is re-
quired here is thorough spade work clear thinking and
accurate writing such work is usually written primarily for
specialists it is the basic material for the general historian such
writings are not expected to be gems of literature good mono-
graphs are the sound building stones with which the fine edifice
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of general history Is erected such monographic history most
nearly qualifies as being scientific

the second type of historical writing is the narrative or
analytical presentation it is a synthesis of monographic writings
and is devoted to broad treatments and generalizations of major
phases or periods of history this is the kind of writing that
can and should aspire to literary excellence

there has been a tendency for historians to suspect literary
historical writing for fictioneers have frequently jumped into
the field and without doing the necessary research have burst
forth with would be history that is full of imagination and is
easy reading but is entirely undependable factually on the
other hand not all dull history is dependable and well written
history is not always inaccurate it must be admitted however
that the staid and plodding type of writing is often the sounder
kind but as wallace stegner has observed the laudable lust
for absolute accuracy can lead to dullness can cause a man
to proffer a set of notes instead of a finished book as if one
did not write history but collected it

garrett mattingly notable historian and adviser to the
brilliant writer bernard de voto wrote to his literary friend
the function of specialists in the historians economy is to

mine and smelt the ore out of which better men write history
I1 ve done that kind of collie work for years he says and
have the callousescallousedcallouses on my bottom to prove it

the ideal is for a person of literary ability to take the re-
quired time to do the necessary research and then produce
history that is sound in appraisal keen with insight and also is
crowned with artistic literary presentation francisfraudsfrandsfranas parkman
devoting a lifetime to the study of france in america was able
to approach the ideal a hundred years ago he did thorough
research arrived at sound judgments and then with authentic
detail and lively incident presented a narrative of literary excel-
lence but with footnotes to nail down his facts

such a writer in drawing a picture of the past is an artist
he picks and chooses the facts and incidents that are significant
and that will form and point up his picture like the painter
he is creating with words he is making a portrait of a leader
or with poignant sentences he is visualizing a thunderous battle
or a steaming political campaign
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if by dearclear thinking keen interpretation and good writing
the historian is able to produce readable and thrilling history
he is the ideal craftsman or artist bruce catton distinguished
modern historian contends that at its best history is more art
than science good history he says isj literature A dull
history may be sound but to be great history it must not only
be accurate but be alive with images and action perfect history
has not yet been written but as students and teachers we can
hold before us the ideal and work toward its achievement

the writing of a book is labor and there are rewards for
scholarship and penalties for lack of it once a book is pub-
lished it is here to stay you cannot recall the volume or
destroy the edition an architect once said to a doctor 1I am
at a great disadvantage as compared to you we all make mis-
takes but you doctors bury yours and mine continue to stare
me in the face the historian is like the architect his mistakes
and shortcomings live on and glare up at him from the printed
page

the author of a book has moved into a glass house his
errors are there for everyone to see there are always the critics
especially the young ones who are cutting their teeth the easy
way to show their scholarship is to point out the lack of it in
someone else job of old said oh that mine adversary would
write a book the writer is helpless he cannot undo a sentence
or even a comma he must endure the blast the innuendo or
perhaps even ridicule

but I1 guess this situation is as it should be the fear of
criticism has made many a writer more careful in his work and
less hasty to burst into print with some illy matured opus A
maxim of one of my famous old professors dr bolton was
don t be in a hurry to publish he was eighteen years doing

his book on escalante
on the other hand a perfectionist may be so cautious so

fearful of having missed something so desirous of pursuing
further some elusive lead that his precious findings never do
see the light of day I1 know of one historical scholar who has
worked for thirty years on a biography he cannot seem to
bring the work to fruition I1 doubt that he will ever publish it
an old proverb says alas for those who never sing but die
with all their music in them
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another reaction to a book is this A famous story iiss told of
a young couple engaged in research the wife was so enthused
that she told her friends about her husband s coming book they
were pleased so she told more and more friends the couple
got so many compliments and had so much pleasure from the
prospect of publication that they never did finish the book

another experience A friend of mine sent her book manu-
script to a publisher he kept it for months and then years
passed before the publisher gave her a definite report on the
manuscript her friends kept asking when the book would be
out she became so embarrassed that she would cross the
street to avoid her friends and their inevitable questions finally
she moved from missouri to oregon to avoid the embarrassing
inquiry at last she recalled her book manuscript sent it to
another publisher and this one immediately accepted and pub-
lished it the girl came out of hiding and has lived happily
ever since

despite the risks and dangers of publishing a book there are
also immeasurable rewardsrewards if the book is sound a piece of
mature scholarship and is reasonably well written it can be a
continuing satisfaction one can look on a good book on the
shelf and know that it wwillilliiilii through reprintingsreprintings last almost
forever an author can thus have eternal life on earth

the object ofhistoryof history is to present a true account an honest
appraisal at times history writing has been debased and out-
raged hitler prostitutedprostitutes history into propaganda to further
the legend of a superior race even some of our early american
historians altered the facts in an attempt to show that america
was always right and britain was wrong

some biographers have whitewashed their heroes until they
are too pure for credibility in presenting church leaders some
writers will admit no errors paint the subject so pure and white
that he is hardly human such biographical writing is a didis-
service

s

to the subject for no character is all white or all black
there is a wide strip of gray in all human beings and a recog-
nition of this fact makes writing believable more accurate and
also more interesting

A related problem in the writing of history is the question
of passing moral judgment on characters and on institutions
there are two alternatives should thebistorianthe historian be a neutral
and objective observer who ascertains what happened and calmly
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records it or should he judge men and institutions and praise
or condemn what he finds through the decades and the cen-
turies historical writers have taken opposing positions about this
problem

when william H prescott wrote his monumental history
of the conquests of mexico and peru he dispassionately re-
corded the methods employed by cortez and pizzaro and was
inclined to excuse their crueltiescruel ties and excesses by saying that
men must be judged by the standards of their day and that
the inhumane methods of the sixteenth century should not be
judged by the standards of a later century

however prescott was severely criticized by theodore
parker who said that it is one thing to explain and another to
condone the crimes of the past he went on to say in telling
what has been the historian is also to tell what ought to be
for he is to pass judgment on events history ceases to be a
mere panorama I1 it becomes philosophy teaching by experi-
ence while it tells the lessons of the past for the warning
of the present and edification of the future

in the 1880 s mandell creighton published his volumes on
A history of the papacy in them he recorded the deplorable
activities of the popes during the late middle ages but did this
without censure or disapproval he was brought to task by the
great catholic historian lord acton who hotly criticized
creighton for not sufficiently condemning the intolerance and
the cruelty of certain ignoble popes acton gave this as his
statement of principle the inflexible integrity of the moral
code is to me the secret of the authority the dignity the
utility of history in other words in his opinion history should
teach morality not merely record events

ranke the famous german historian and his disciples in
various countries have denounced moral judgment and set
themselves the standard of simply recording what happened
with a minimum of comment with neither approval nor dis-
approval

and so the controversy has gone on professor henry steele
commager outstanding history professor of today in the
february 1966 issue of american heritage discusses the prob-
lem of moral judgments in history writing and says the his-
torian is not god he is not called upon to judge the quick or
the dead indeed he is not called upon to judge if he sets
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himself up as a judge he changes the whole pattern of his
intellectual and professional role from one dedicated to objec-
tive inquiry to one devoted to prosecution or defense

the historian is not required to spell out in detail what is
moral and what is not if he presents the facts and tells the
story fairly his readers who have moral standards of their own
can and will pass their own judgments

but however fully the historian may be committed to ob-
jectivity he like the judge and the statesman is a creature of his
race his class his religion his education he cannot escape
these formative influences and achieve complete impartiality

commager concludes we should not confuse moral with
professional judgment in the field of his professional compe-
tence the scholar has the same obligation as the judge the
teacher the physician the architect the judge who pronounces
sentence the teacher who gives a grade the physician who
diagnoses an illness the architect who condemns a building is
not indulging in moral but exercising professional judgment
so the historian who after painstaking study of all available
evidence and after cleansing himself of all the perilous stuff
which might distort his vision makes a conclusion he is
rendering a professional not a moral judgment even though
that judgment may have moral overtones it is equally exasper-
ating he contends to discover that scholars who may
know more about their subjects than anyone else in the
world are still unwilling to share their interpretations
or their conclusions with their readers we want profes-
sional judgments from a doctor or a lawyer or an engineer and
we have a right to professional judgments from a scholar as
well

the writing of good history requires not only thorough
comprehension of the facts and the sources but a broad knowl-
edge of human nature a good understanding of psychology
sociology and the relations and reactions of human beings to
each other some knowledge of economics technology and the
sciences also helps but of course one person cannot have all
the qualifications he cannot be perfect

in view of the great responsibility entailed by his role as
historian however he is obligated to rise to the highest
standard of which he is capable he is expected not only to be
competent in his field but to be honest and conscientious
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otherwise he does irreparable harm to individuals and to
groups honesty is essential prejudice and unfair appraisals
cannot be forgiven or tolerated

whether he likes it or not the historian is sitting in the
judgment seat and every segment of the population every
nation in fact every man is entitled to justice at his hands

A good historian makes us aware of the past and if we are
aware of the past we better understand the present and are
safer planners of the future



the squirrel

GLEN E ROBERTSON

A squirrel chirped like a bird
on my front porch and my dog
white and beautiful stood at attention
I1 moved the cardboard box

and ached to see the tailless squirrel
chirp a brave warning to the dog
my samoyed I1 suddenly didndian t know
with lips drawn back like rubber bands

and fastened there and depthless
black eyes focused like death
on a neighbor boy s lost pet
which bravely stood to meet the test

the moment froze on fear and hatred
and froze in my mind helpless
and afterward the few small stains
of blood I1 might have wept myself

mr robertson is an instructor in english at college of the sequoias in
california
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charles the bold
DE LAMAR JENSEN

five hundred years ago an illustrious ruler impressively
named charles the bold strode briefly across the center stage
of history his formal title was duke of burgundy but his
personal domains and power extended through all of central
europe in addition to the large duchy of burgundy incor-
porated later into france he was also ruler of franche comtecomie

the free county of burgundy lying within the holy roman
empire of germany the grand duchy of luxembourg and the
rich provinces and states of the netherlands from his famous
father philip the good he had inherited not only prestige and
wealth but diplomatic and personal ties with many of the
great powers of the time

but charles the bold was a restless and ambitious man not
satisfied with ruling the scattered domains of his predecessors
although they were among the choicest of the continent and
not content with the title of mere duke even when his court
was the wealthiest and most garish of all europe charles had
visions of creating a mighty empire lying between france and
germany and extending from the north sea to the mediter-
ranean and for himself nothing less than the title and
honor of king he already commanded the most famous non
regal order of knighthood on the continent the order of the
golden fleece but his appetite was insatiable he must carve
out of central europe a new kingdom a third force reminiscent
of the one once ruled by lothar charlemagne s grandson six
centuries before which could balance off the two great powers
lying to the east and west of him he had many cultural and
economic ties with the king of france he was in fact the
king s vassal for the burgundian duchy and his relations with
the german emperor were at least cordial but charles trusted
neither of them invading armies had crossed burgundy before
on their way to either france or germany and they would do

this essay was originally written in 1965 while the author was living in
france
dr jensen is professor of history at brighamBrigharn young university
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so again unless burgundy itself were strong enough to stop
them the fact that the duke s estimate of his eastern rival s

strength was vastly exaggerated does not change the reality of
his aggressive fears

charles stood not only geographically between two potential
powers he also straddled two periods of time he thought of
himself and his destiny as a man of the future yet he lived in
the glory of the past his spirit was tomtorn between memories
of ancient grandeur and hope for future renown but medieval
knight errantry finally prevailed over common sense unable to
resolve his inner contradictions he strode fearlessly and need-
lessly to destruction failing to recognize the need and reality
of diplomacy in the modem world for his was also a modern
world and being too self confident and obstinate to make
good use of it even if he had charles met defeat and death at
the hands of his neighbors the lorrainersLorra iners the alsatians and
the swiss who might all have been allies had he not frightened
and angered them with his extravagant plans and his arrogant
bearing

today another bold charles takes his place in the historical
spotlight the eyes of the world are focused upon him partly
because he is a great actor partly because he sets the stage him-
self and operates his own lights general charles de gaulle is
not a simple personality his mind is quick his capabilities
diverse and his fortitude unquestioned visitors report that he
can be graceful charming and kind but he usually is not
few leaders in the contemporary world can boast of such
political successes none can match the almost providential
regularity of his fulfilled predictions but there is much of the
fifteenth century duke in him he is ambitious for himself and
for his country arrogant and uncompromising he has visions
of creating in france a powerful third force between east and
west while still holding his place indeed enlarging it in the
counsels of western powers to do this he wants a strong
france and a prosperous european community but for his
purposes the latter must be dominated by france not by ger-
many or great britain NATO does not fulfill his needs be-
cause it is controlled by the united states so he sets his bold
course indifferent to the broader needs of society or believing
they can only be realized through him
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charles de gaulle s success has been phenomenal his
singleness of purpose and his ability to completely ignore all
opposition or dissentiondissectiondissention have carried him from the obscurity
of a minor field officer advocating a mobile armored army to
a feared protagonist in the great power politics of our day
through it all he has been the center of controversy first as
cantankerous leader of the free french then as head of the
first postwarpost war french government and later as the taciturn and
aloof opponent of the fourth republic since his prophetic re-
turn to power in 1958 he has accumulated an impressive record
of triumphs from the residue of a moribund political institu-
tion he quickly created a stable orderly and effective govern-
ment though noticeably less democratic than its predecessor
when securely in office he began a systematic attack on the
major problems that had been festering in france since the end
of world war II11 the magnitude of his achievement should
not be overlooked in four short years he establishedreestablishedre french
financial stability and greatly accelerated economic growth re-
duced communist strength at the polls and all but eliminated it
in the legislature ended the disastrous algerian war presided
over the virtual liquidation of the costly french empire and
reached a remarkable agreement with germany at the same
time he pushed his country through the nuclear barrier and
modernized the french army under the auspices of the contro-
versialversial but nationally popular force de frappe the transfor-
mation of france between 1958 and 1962 was nothing short of
a revolution and although some elements of the society were
alarmed and resentful the generals in algeria regarded de
gaulle s colonial policy as a betrayal of france the majority
of frenchmen hailed his achievements with admiration and
devotion

but there was more to this policy than the restoration of
french stability strength and self respect these were means to
a more ambitious end de gaulle had reduced french commit-
ments in africa and asia in order to consolidate and strengthen
the french position in europe like his medieval namesake he
hopes to hold the balance of power between east and west
de gaulle is no friend of communism but he is not satisfied
with a western alliance in which france plays only a subordin-
ate role this ambition to make the french presence paramount
in western councils underlies all of his exasperatingly inde
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pendent actions from the torpedoing of british membership in
the common market to his complete military withdrawal
from NATO

much of his immediate success and hopefully his long
range contribution to the western alliance comes from his
ability to recognize and probe the weak spots in the present
structure the freeing of algeria for example was certainly
an unhappy decision for the prestige conscious general but he
realized that so long as algeria remained a part of france it
would continue to be a costly and explosive liability he was
willing to pay the price of temporary disappointment and even
rebellion to gain the realistic goals of more effective national
power equally perceptive were his more recent positions on
the european grain price controversy recognition of red china
the multilateral nuclear force world monetary standards and
NATO in each case he has put his finger on the heart of a
real problem his proposed solutions have ranged from the
embarrassing to the ridiculous but he has made americans
painfully aware of the need for new thinking about old situa-
tions and he has reminded us that in international relations
a pugnacious partner can be just as disconcerting as an offensive
foe

but de gaulle has done more than this by his pontifical
charismatic manner and his crude sense of grandeur he has
succeeded in alienating many of his allies even his staunchest
supporters in france are becoming increasingly embarrassed
by his international antics his policy like charles the bold s
may lead to his own destruction by detaching his best friends
not so much the united states which can afford to ignore him
more than it does but his european allies and the people of
france who are even more directly affected by his actions re-
cent strikes in france and his poor showing in the latest
elections indicate a growing domestic disenchantment As a con-
sequence of this setback it is not likely that the statesmen of
europe will feel the continuing need to submit to his demands
as they have in the past de gaulle s greatest liability is his
own personality and lack of diplomacy boldness and audacity
may be successful against an enemy but can be harmful when
carelessly used against friends one playing such a consciously
historical role as is charles de gaulle would do well to reflect
on the lesson of charles the bold



growing union power

A subject revisited
j KENNETH DAVIES

one of the changes in our public policy frequently de-
manded by some special interest groups in america today is
legislation to curb the rapidly increasing power of monopolis-
tic labor unions the argument for such legislation frequently
goes something like this unions are increasing their strangle
hold on america through their monopoly power while we
have placed controls on the monopoly power of the business
community we have done nothing to curb this same power of
unions justice and wisdom demand that we do so

the reasonableness of this argument assumes

1 that union power is increasing
2 that business monopoly power is being effectively con-

trolledtroll ed

3 that nothing is being done to control union power

let us examine these assumptions
first the charge of increasing union power if union power

is getting greater one or more of the following should be seen

1 an increase in union membership in terms of numbers
or as a percent of the labor force

2 A substantial increase in the price level as unions use
their increasing power to obtain wage demands in excess
of increasing productivity

53 in the absence of the substantial increase in prices there
could be a decrease in the profits of firms

4 an increase in strike activity
5 the passage of prounionpro union legislation or the repeal of

antilaboranti labor legislation

dr davies is presently director of the office of education and publications of
the federal deposit insurance corporation washington DC research de-
partmentpartment
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1 increased union membership
table 1 presents figures on the number of union members

and the percent of the labor force belonging to labor unions
between 1940 and 1962 union membership reached a peak in
number about 1959 since which it has declined As a percent
of the labor force it peaked about 1955 and has shown a decline
since that time

TABLE 1

national and international unions memberships 194019621940 1962

membership of labor 170 of non abricagric
1000 force force

1940 8944 15.5155155 26.9269269

1950 15000 22.0220220 31.5315
1955 17749 24.4244244 33233.2532552

1958 18081 23.9239239259 33.1331351551
1959 18169 23.8238238258 32.1321
1960 18117 23.3233253255 31.4314314514

1961 17328 22.0220220 30.1301501
1962 17630 22.2222222 29.7297297

statistical abstract of the united states 1965 p 247

2 increase in the price level
table 2 presents the change in both the consumer and the

wholesale price levels over the last 25 years while there were
substantial increases in the 1940 s and early 1950 s they have
been modest for the past decade most of the price increase in
the early period can be attributed to the pressures of world
war II11 and the korean war as well as the great demand for
american goods between the wars and for a few years follow-
ing the korean action the larger increases of 1965 were pri-
marily due to war spending for vietnam evidently unionunion
power has been insufficient to push prices up at least for the
past decade

3 decreased profits
table 3 gives the corporate profits for all private corpora-

tions since 1940 there was a great increase during world war
11II and the korean conflict profits fluctuated during the 1950 s

but since 1958 have shown a remarkable increase union
power has been insufficient to detract from corporate profits
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TABLE 2
wholesale and consumer price indexes

wholesale price indexes consumer price indexes
19571959195719591001957 19591959100100loo 19571959195719591001957 19591959100100loo

all all
year Commcommoditiescommoditcommodityodit iesles increase year items increase

1940 43.0430430450 19401940 48.8488488

1950 86.8868868 43.8438438458 1950 83.8838838858 35.0350350550

1955 93.2932932952 6.46464 1955 93.3933953955 9.59595

1956 96.2962962 3.0303050 1956 94.7947947 1.414
1957 99.0990990 2.82828 1957 98.0980980 3.3333555

1958 100.41004 1.41414 1958 100.71007 2.72727

1959 100.61006loog 2.2 1959 101.51015 8.8

1960 100.71007 1.1 1960 103.11031 1.616lgig

1961 100.31003 4.4 1961 104.21042 1.111llli
1962 100.61006loog 3.3 1962 105.410541054 1.21212

1963 100.31003 3.3 1963 106.71067 1.3131315

1964 100.51005 2.2 1964 108.11081 1.41414

1965 102.51025 2.02020 1965 109.91099logg 1.81818

statistical abstract of the united states 1965 p 361561 consumer price index
p 356 wholesale price index

economeconomicic report of the president 1966 ppap 257 261

TABLETABLE 3

corporate profits in billions

corporate profits corporate profits
year before taxes after taxes

1940 9.89898 7.27272

1950 37.7377377577 24.9249249

1955 46.9469469 27.0270270

1956 46.1461 27.2272272

1957 45.6456456 26.0260260

1958 41.1411 22.3223223225

1959 51.7517 28.5285285

1960 49.9499499 26.7267267

1961 50.3503503505 27.2272272

1962 55.7557557 31.2312312512

1963 58.1581 32.6326326526

1964iga 64.5645645 37.2372372572

1965 73.1731751 44544.5445

economic report of the president 1966 p 282811
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4 increased strike activity
if unions in general were becoming more powerful and

providing an increasing problem there might be expected an
increase in strike activity the man days idle as a percent of the
working time give a good measurement though the statistic
includes both time lost due to strikes and time lost due to lock-
outs by management table 4 gives the statistics for the past
two and a half decades A better appreciation of these statistics
may be had by comparing them with the figures for time lost
due to unemployment and part time employment

TABLE 4
man days lost as a percent of total working time

unemployment and
year work stoppage part time employment

1940 0.10010olo
1945 0.47047
1946 1.43143143145

1947 0.41041
1948 0.37037037057

1949 0.59059059

1950 0.44044
1955 0.26026026

1956 0.29029029 5.10510510

1957 0.14014014 5.30530530550

1958 0.22022 8.10810810

1959 0.61061ogi 6.60660
1960 0.17017017 6.70670
1961 0.14014014 8.00800
1962 0.16016olg 6.70670670

1963 0.13013013015 6.40640640

1964 0.18018018 5.80580580

statistical abstract of the united staresstalesstates 1962 p 243 and 1965 p 249
economic report of the president 1966 p 231

there is nothing to indicate here that unions are gaining in
power or being more abusive in the use of whatever power they
have in the worst year since 1940 less than 1.51515 percent of
total work time was lost due to work stoppages these figures
may be compared with the lost time due to unemployment in
the economy in 1964 when it was estimated that about 585.858
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percent of the total available work time was lost due to workers
being unemployed certainly in comparison the time lost due to
work stoppages strikes and lockouts is infinitesimally small

5 prounionpro union legislation
union power might be expected to influence legislation

however there has been no major piece of prounionpro union legislation
since world war 11II nor has there been any substantial elimi-
nation of antiunionanti union legislation following are the major de-
velopments in labor legislation since the war

1 the taft hartley act of 1947 this act was opposed by
the nation s labor leaders and is said by most of them
to be a slave labor act it placed numerous controls on
the power of unions to negotiate agreements with man-
agement it also limited the power of union leaders over
union members

2 since 1947 nineteen states have passed and retained so
called right to work laws which limit the power of
unions to organize the unorganized workers only one
state has repealed its right to work legislation

3 the landrum griffin act of 1959 was generally op-
posed by labor leaders in its final form union leaders
had requested some aid in fighting racketeers and un-
democratic union practices but felt that the act went
beyond this and restricted legitimate unions

4 the much talked about repeal of section l4b14blab of the
taft hartley act was defeated in the strongly demo-
cratic senate in 1965 in the state capitals the increasing
strength of the democrats does not seem to have re-
sulted in any substantial move in the direction of pro-
union legislation nor in the elimination of antiunionanti union
laws

from the facts that are available it would appear that the
assumption of increasing union power is a weak one if not in-
valid

now to look at the second assumption that business is con-
trolled in its exercise of monopoly power while unions are not

it is true that congress passed the sherman antitrustanti trust act
in 1890 which supposedly outlawed monopolies in restraint of
trade this act was not effectively enforced however and con
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gress acted again in 1914 to strengthen it nevertheless the
courts remained antagonistic toward antimonopolyanti monopoly legislation
through the 1920 s and in that decade business monopoly pro-
ceeded at a rapid rate since 1930 we have had a vacillating and
inconsistent policy toward monopolies the national industrial
recovery act of 1933 while later declared unconstitutional
encouraged monopolistic business arrangements which persisted
the fair trade laws of many of the states encouraged by feder-
al law still encourage businesses to establish monopolistic
pricing policies our patent laws encourage monopoly since
the korean war business consolidation has proceeded at a
rate close to that of the 1920 s the federal government has
taken some action against excessive concentration as demon-
strated by the recent federal court order to dupont to divest
itself of general motors stock however illegal and criminal
conspiracies do exist and are occasionally exposed as in the
recent electrical industry conspiracy as well as recent court
action in the steel industry

in addition to policy which attempts to outlaw monopoly
in the case of public utility type industries public policy recog-
nizes that in the absence of governmental ownership the exist-
ence of certain natural monopolies is economically desirable
these industries are purposely allowed to develop monopolies
but the government retains the right to control their operations
in such a way as to prevent an abuse of their power

all of this is to say that business monopolies do exist
whether legal or not some exist legally but with controls while
others continue to operate illegally without government con-
trol

now let us look at the charge that unions are not controlled
or checked in their exercise of monopoly power it is true that
the clayton antitrustanti trust act of 1914 exempted unions and farm
organizations from the provisions of the antitrustanti trust legislation
this exemption was not allowed by the antilaboranti labor courts in the
1920 s in 1932 the norris laguardia act made such exemp-
tion effective however the exemption does not apply to col-
lusion between unions and management when unions and
management conspire together to control prices the unions are
as subject to prosecution as is management

it is true that some unions appear to be monopolies one
union pretty well dominates the steel industry while another
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dominates the auto industry etc however this power is offset
by the right of businesses to combine together for the purpose
of bargaining with the unions note the combination of steel
companies in recent negotiations in addition the government
has reserved and used the right to control unions in at least
the following ways which limit them in the exercise of their
monopoly power

1 closed shops are outlawed
2 closed unions are outlawed
3 in 19 states all forms of union security are outlawed
4 automatic checkoffcheck off of union dues is outlawed
5 excessive union dues and initiation fees are outlawed
6 sympathetic strikes are outlawed
7 secondary boycotts are outlawed
8 communists cannot hold union office
9 persons convicted of felonies cannot hold union office

10 elections must be by secret ballot and must be regularly
held

11 unions can be sued for breach of contract by manage-
ment

12 unions must file financial reports
13 in a plant where the union is recognized as the bargain-

ing agent it must represent workers who do not belong
to the union

14 mass picketing is outlawed
15 the lending of union funds is regulated
16 union officers must be bonded

it must of course be recognized that some unions are
growing in membership and power some unions have great
power some unions undoubtedly abuse the power they have
acquired some unions and leaders break the laws which have
been passed to protect employers and workers the point of
this brief article is that the facts do not support the assumptions
of dangerously and rapidly increasing unchecked union mono-
poly power made by those who favor a radical increase in the
legislation controlling union activity through antimonopolyanti monopoly
action

see taft hartley act and landrum griffin act



reminiscences of a trip
to cedar breaks

G HOMER DURHAM

we 11ll take it easy and camp the first night at jinny beck
flat 11

good pasture for the teams good water and good rest
for the mammoth hill next morning

let s make it over the 24th
papa uncle willy and uncle wilford were the speakers

it was sunday afternoon fast meeting was behind them the
men were sitting around after dinner mama aunt mamie
aunt alice and the girls were washing up it was the first sun-
day in july it was hot A trip to the breaks to cedar breaks
16 miles up parowancarowan canyon and ten thousand feet above sea
level was a natural topic to an eight year old boy it sounded
like an expedition to the moon except in a covered wagon
but we tried it first in an automobile

the year was 1919 no automobile had yet ascended to
the high 10000 foot grassland plateau the Manumammothnoth
below monument point called brian head on the maps
monument point broke abruptly into the grass of the mam-
moth which more abruptly gave way to the pink and white
clays sands and stones of cedar breaks father in his 1918
ford touring car with all the family aboard had made it up
main canyon as far as the first left hand the first left
hand was another canyon near the mouth the first on your
left which broke from main canyon actually it wasnt the
first left hand it was the second the first canyon on the left
was dry canyon which formed a Y with main canyon about
two miles from the valley entrance near of course the two
mile the first left hand with its own assortment of red
cliffs a miniature bryce canyon broke off to the left at the
four mile the four mile was a grassy spot where slim bruhn
or one of his ancestors had once built a cabin there was a
patch of grass and a spring at the four mile with watercress A

dr durham is president of arizona state university
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corduroy road ran up the first left hand to grandpa marsden s
ranch the ranch was called over the mountain over the
mountain too was panguitch lake but nobody in parowancarowan
called it panguitch lake it was simply fishlakefishlikeFish lake the mountain
was fishlakefishlikeFishlake mountain whether you liked it or not and
whether or not there actually was a big fish lake on the map
east of richfield

father had urged the ford boiling like a teakettle up the
first left hand beyond the little combination sagebrush and
grass flat called the five mile another spring watercress I1

we had gone to the six mile spring watercress he had even
tried to go up the hog s back in 1919 1I thought the hog s

back was spelled hogsbackhogebackHogsback so that s the way ill spell it here
it s better that way anyway

he d made it up the hogsbackhogebackHogsback in low gear up a sandy
red corduroy dugway halfway to the top then we ran into
jess guymon driving a bunch of sheep they were right in the
middle of the dugway and couldncoulden t move neither could we
sheep never moved for automobiles in those days they just
stood panting crowding together pushing each other with
the sheepherder yelling ho ho sic cmem king sic em
then king or rover or nig would bark like sixty the herder
would slap his leather chaps with his rope or quirt his horse
would snort but the sheep would just crowd up and push each
other more

when we met jess guymon on the hogsbackhogebackHogsback that day
mother said oh george

father just said the bloomin things and took his foot
off the clutch taking your foot off the clutch in those days
meant going from low gear to high so of course being on the
steep hill the engine killed we began to roll back gently

mother yelled this time oh george
father george let out a high pitched groan today I1 say

aw nuts to the same musical theme and reached down
the left side for the emergency brake he yanked it on we
stopped

by this time the sheep were about to envelop us we were
to become a ford island in a sea of sheep on the hogsbackhogebackHogsback
dugway A year later we made it over the hogsbackhogebackHogsback in low
gear radiator boiling up to the bowery the bowery was a
long pine and quaking aspen filled valley on the valley side of
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the mountain it had a nice stream and lots of black volcanic
rock papa tried fishlakefishlikeFishlake mountain that day that time but gave
up because of high centers A high center in 1919 on that
mountain was a high center too believe me because the dif-
ferentialferential of a 1918 fordwasford was nearly two feet off the ground
but on this occasion jess guymon his dog sport and his horse
were masters of the situation we backed down the hogsbackhogebackHogsback
turned around and that little ford went down the first left
hand back to the five mile the four mile and to main canyon
past dry canyon the light plant on the left going down and
the grist mill on the right then we putt putted past the cemetery
like a top we were pioneers at the age of eight in a ford
I1 was baptized by immersion in the spirit of columbus the
pilgrim fathers in whose massachusetts neighborhood I1 had
grown up and in the tradition of brigham young the top
on our ford was black the top of uncle wilford s wagon was
white but I1 translated easily besides it was easy for a boy to
translate

the trip to the breaks by covered wagon was scheduled to
leave parowancarowan city on july 21 not an early start convenient
we would camp the first night at jinny beck flat

uncle wilford had two horses they were black I1 thought
they were black but he and uncle willy laughed and said they
were brown one was called old ted and the mare was old
kit old kit and ted or old ted and kit old ted was kind
of lazy his doubletreedouble tree always sagged a little behind old kit s

either old ted was wiser or kit was more willing maybe kit s

metabolism was better anyway although uncle wilford sang
bass in the choir I1 heard a new voice come out of him on occa-
sions as he broached the subject of the lagging doubletreedouble tree to
old ted

the year before upon arrival from boston and discovering
the parowancarowan way of life to me the team seemed huge their
weights were mentally cataloged uncle wilford didndian t brag
he suggestsuggestededyedl however that old ted weighed about 1400
and kit about 1200 1I suspect that old ted was slightly less
in poundage once I1 offered the opinion that grandpa mars-
den s percheron team old kurt and old frank at 1600 each
or more was better A man s team and their weight in 1919
1I discovered was a sensitive subject at an early age one learns
that people are happier when their superegosuper ego is well above the
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ego hadnhaan t the prophet joseph said that happiness was the
aim and object of our existence who was I1 to run counter to
the prophet joseph

the morning of july 21 1919 was sunny and bright uncle
wilford drove up to bentley s house which we rented about
9 am the horses were spanking bright and shiny black or
brown the harness was new it had enough bright metal
rivets to shine wagon hoops were in their places forming
parallel U s upside down the length of the wagon box and
they were covered with a white canvas top the top was rolled
half way up the sides of the wagon people inside could see out
and be ventilated yet sit in the shade general motors and
fisher bodies have produced nothing to equal it in the field
instead of the spring seat uncle wilford was sitting on a sack
of oats bedding and grub boxes were neatly arranged for seats
nearby and behind aunt alice and aunt sarah were in the
wagon with him

we had spent the preceding afternoon and evening packing
our own grub instead of a grub box like uncle willy s and
uncle wilford s we had a white pine dry goods box from the
coopco op uncle willy s grub box was a mellow polished brown
its surface was smooth with ancient use no slivers ours was
fuzzy and full of slivers but it was strong and held a lot A
side of bacon a big one dozens of eggs packed inside quaker
oats cartons between some of the oats for safe carriage jam
bread raisin bread always raisin bread for a trip to the moun-
tains it kept fresh longer besides it was doggone good
especially with currant preserves no viennese bakery ever
produced finer pastry especially for consumption with cool
mountain spring water six or seven slices were only a beginner
durham pickles mustard sour sweet so mother could demon-
strate to her husband s sisters that she could make the durham
pickles even if she had spent the past five years in boston
fruit cake of course fruit cake held more raisins than raisin
bread smaller raisins too with currant preserves only raisin
bread and butter could hold second place to fruit cake even if
made with muscat instead of thompson seedless rice pudding
bean soup mostly beans in two quart jars also dried corn
dried peaches and apricots and bottled pears few vegetables
the old potatoes were too spongy and the new ones in the
garden were the size of peanuts but canned pork and beans
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canned milk sugar and postum that was about it fresh milk
and fresh mutton the latter on occasion could be had at
adams ranch on the mammoth ireland they called that
ranch it had long pole fences around it enclosing lots of green
grass

we finally boarded the wagon aunt sarah and aunt alice
wore sunbonnetssunbonnets and gingham dresses and had wool cardigan
sweaters for the high altitudes uncle wilford wore bib overalls
scowcroftsScowcrofts and a blue chambray shirt it was the local

deseret costume father only in the party wore shirt tie and
trousers held up by a belt pioneer days thus had a link with
modern times

with food and bedding safely aboard we were off the big
iron tired wheels crunched softly into the red parowancarowan sand
we headed past wm H lyman s on the comer then turned
east past wm C mitchell s with the big ditch running in
front of it toward the mouth of the canyon

it didndian t seem a slow ride then one had time for land-
marks there were many of them the blue slide and the fan
to the northeast went out of perspective as the cemetery drifted
by on the left on the right the grey sagebrushedsagebrushersagebrushed pyramid-
like hill with the P whitewashed on it became more awesome
and less gentle as the black lava outcroppingsoutcroppings became visible
on the right across the gravel trap and the creek every tree
grass blade the new powerlinepowerline and the leaky wooden water-
main had a story to tell not to mention squaw rock dry can-
yon and as we progressed of course the first and second left
hands

beyond the second left hand main canyon continues
nearly due south for several miles then disappears into the
summit mountains below the hole in the rock the road how-
ever turned east past the stone bears on the mountain wall to
the left you left cottonwoodscottonwoods and sagebrush and came to
quaking aspensashens firs columbines and ferns at this point main
canyon could almost be called the third left hand but no-
body ever called it that it became simply the canyon turni-
ng to the left the road in those days got gradually more steep
but only after one left an old mill a sawmill site it was the
old coopco op mill I1 believe gone in 1919 although an ancient
slab pile and a foot or two of sawdust remained
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here it was cool there were ferns the trip up main can-
yon into the sun had been warm As old kit and old ted
steaming pulled us into the old mill site we saw the quaking
aspen bowery full of people it seemed three other wagons and
outfits were ahead of us uncle willy had a pony team old
dick and a nondescript mare hauled a covered wagon car-

rying aunt mamie her daughter ruth cousin annie rasmus-
sen and some of the robinson children another outfit was led
by hans J mortensen parowancarowan s bishop filled with his child-
ren and wife the other was uncle james robinson s a well
turned out wagon hauled by two well groomed mules uncle
james was different he not only owned lots of sheep but he
subscribed to magazines and owned lots of books like we did

it was lunch time fresh watercress had been discovered
cool water in a galvanized bucket from the spring was available

for drinking from porcelainized tin cups the teams were un-
hitched watered tethered and fed A brief debate occurred
whether they should be hobbled and permitted to graze un-
tethered tethering won hobbling lost they were soon re
hitched

the remainder of the afternoon was hard work for the
teams and occasionally for the teamsters passengers walked up
bear pit hill uncle wilford spoke with unusual vigor to old
ted and even lashed his flank with the reins the automobile
road today goes right past the bear pits or at least used to
the road then went up the left side of the canyon through a

steep incline that finally led through darkened forest it
seemed to jinny beck flat

it was six 0 clock when we reached jinny beck camp was
made in the aspensashens on the right side of the road brian head
loomed and lordedcorded over us on the left immediately below the
jagged cliff and below the timber was another deserted saw-
mill this time the building a long open shed was still stand-
ing of course the machinery was gone all except an old
rusty black boiler debate again hobbling or tethering uncle
james tethered his mules and gave them half a bale of hay in
a clump of aspensashens the rest were hobbled old kit wore a bell
it tinkled as she took clumsy horse dancer s steps with her
forefeet it clanged and glickedclicked when hobbled she lunged
and took a leap forward with both feet in my mind today I1
can hear the bells of hobbled horses and see them take tiny
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steps necks down teeth showing green grass stains mouths
dripping saliva and tongues whipping in the grass

there was work making camp for the night wagons to
unload A few slept in the wagon boxes father was strong for
sleeping on the ground under the stars I1 ve forgotten the
details of the evening meal but not the crisp mountain air the
walk through the dark deserted mill after the meal the rustle
of the aspen leaves the bright bright stars in the luminous
sky the real milky milky way and the coldness of the top quilt
under my chin

it was daylight when I1 awoke fires were already made
men were hunting the horses bacon was crackling in pans on
an open fire eggs were soon swimming in grease their whites
turning curly brown and the postum was boiling over on the
coals making ash fly into the frying pans and making steam
with a sizzle

after breakfast harnessing and hitching up we followed
the way through the flat more sagebrush than grass at our
campsite end and finally into the trees leading to the final
climb the mammoth hill I1 walked with the other passengers
as before marveling at the softness of the dirt in the road
beneath my feet when we finally came to the last pitch in
contrast with the hard rocks and shale lower down its course
not having the benefits of a geology course at that time I1

could only take off shoes and paddle along with wild flowers
on each side the road the soft clean almost spongy mountain
dirt gave wings it seemed almost to the feet

but not for long we were soon on top the main road
seemed to fade out there was a variety of wagon tracks some
deep cut running off in a variety of directions we were on
the high grassy plateau with clumps of evergreensevergreens here and
there with brian head above timberline on our left and to
the rear we followed a flint strewn wagon track toward a
wide stretch of blue sky trailing off into the distance

beyond must lie the breaks too awesome to run ahead
and see we had been warned of the wind and the dangerous
edge the slick clays and sandstones besides I1 had to stop and
put on shoes the flint was hard too frequent and too numer-
ous

we came to a place where the ground seemed to break
away beneath our feet the sky stretched wider in all directions
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there were small evergreen brush and trees on each side like a
picture frame the wagons stopped brakes were fixed their
rope halyardssalyardshalyards were crisscrossedcriss crossed and half hitched through the
spokes of the front wheel if the horses moved the harder they
pulled the harder the brake blocks would be applied still men
or boys stayed with the teams children of tender years clasped
hands to their parents including minemine we walked slowly to
the bright edge of the world

boston common the statues on commonwealth avenue
B F keith s jordan marsh at christmas time bunker hill
monument the boston pops dr muck the french blue devils
marching with general joffre and woodrow wilson nothing
in my experience could touch it A gentle breeze blew the sun
was warm the air though dry was cool not a city sound nor
any man made sound for that matter could be heard only the
soughing of the breeze in the nearby pines and junipersjuniperusjunipers the
pink and white cliffs with yellow here and there seemed to
stretch endlessly below us and on either side then they would
blend and fade into the cedar mountains beyond blowhard at
the far left blowhard is called sunset point today but it s still
blowhard nearer to my feet the breaks ran down endless dry
ravines and stream beds toward dim blues then the dimmer
blues then the faded blues then the barely barely gray blue
mountains of the desert far beyond lund and the railroad to-
ward nevada looking down and straight ahead one oc-
casionallycasionally caught a slight sign nearly a moan as the wind circu-
lated through the depths to disappear into some rising thermal
elevator otherwise all was still as we were still here was
beauty here was goodness here was truth the truth and the
peace of god A pioneer aged eight had arrived at cedar
breaks this too brother brigham was the place



tristram shandy and the
comedy of context

GEORGE P LANDOW

la fosseusesfosseuse1Fosseusess voice was naturally soft and low yet twas an
articulate voice and every letter of the word whiskers fell
distinctly upon the queen of navarres ear whiskers
cried the queen laying a greater stress upon the word and
as if she had still distrusted her ears whiskers replied la
fosseuseFoss euse repeating the word a third time there is not a
cavalier madam of his age in navarre continued the maid
of honour pressing the page s interest upon the queen that
has so gallant a pair of what cried margaret smiling
of whiskers said la FosFossfosifossemsefosseusesemseeusefuse with infinite modesty
twas plain to the whole court the word was ruined la

fosseuseFoss euse had given it a wound and it was not the better for
passing through all these defiles the word inin course
became indecent and after a few efforts absolutely unfit
for use the best word in the best language of the best world
must have suffered under such combinations 1

la fosseuseFosseuse endows the word with other than usual mean-
ings by changing the context in which it appears until most
unusual associations accrue to the tarnished innocence of
whiskers what la fosseuseFosseuse has done though wittily of course
is to redefine whiskers in a way which is an implicit criticism
of locke s view of language first of all the passage is a com-
mentary on locke s assertion that he that applies the words
of any language to ideas different from those in which the
common use of the country applies them however his own
understanding may be filled with truth and light will not by
such words be able to convey much of it to others without de-
fining his terms standing for other ideas than those they
are usually annexed to they cannot make known the
thoughts of him who thus uses them 2 la fosseuseFosseuse has not
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defined his terms in the lockeanlockbean manner yet he communicates
only too well for as sterne has demonstrated the definition
by context whether it be of tone of character or of situation
isis effective in communicating

but the passage above also concerns the basis of locke s
view of language that it functions as a sign for internal con-
ceptions in order to communicate them to the mind of another
oil111oiiIII i 1 3 this idea becomes most important when locke
demonstrates that essences as they are accessible to us are not
something which lies beyond us in another realm of existence
but are merely that core of mutually accepted definitions by
which men designate an idea or thing the true nature of ob-
jects and ideas then does not lie outside or exist so that if
men do not have clear ideas which are shared by others they
will not have the same definitions of words and with this con-
fusion it would be and for this reason often is impossible to
deal with the basic nature of the world in which man lives
sterne in his own manner accepts this and makes it part of his
novel but this view of language has become much transmuted
before it appears in the novel s madcap action for rather than
seeing the difficulties of definition knowledge and communi-
cation as a horrible source of isolation sterne sees them as a
means to comedy which is saved from the kafkaesque by a
belief that human emotions are a strong enough force to link
men even those such as toby and walter shandy together
in a nonlogical illogical and more than logical understanding
sterne then having partially accepted locke s view of words
that it is often chaotic often abused and often confusing be-
cause of bad definition nevertheless sets out along his way to
communicate his views and his comedy to the reader his way
is to demonstrate that words can be defined and that one can
communicate by the use of connotations which are underlined
by context and in so doing he demonstrates that there are more
ways to confute a philosopher than by kicking rocks

locke had written that all the artificial and figurative
applications of words that eloquence hath invented are for
nothing else but to insinuate wrong ideas move the passions
and thereby mislead the judgment and so indeed are perfect
cheats they are certainly in all discourses that pretend to
inform or instruct wholly to be avoided and where truth and
knowledge are concerned cannot but be thought a great fault
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oil111cliIII x 34 146 locke believes that words can only function
effectively when denotations the definitions formulated within
a purely intellectual context carry the burden of meaning this
denies the value of literature which largely communicates not
by denotation but by the indirect definition the context of a
dramatic situation provides la fosseuseFoss euse demonstrates the pos-
sibilitysibility of such definition by context and such definition is
actually implicit in locke s view of language locke s view is
that because nature is only organized and hence only accessible
in words which are in turn signs of ideas in the mind one
must go to the mind to understand what is meant when a person
speaks of external reality the minds of the speaker and the
listener then are the contexts to which the word is related and
by which it is defined oil111cliililiiIII111 ix 4 105 locke s attempt to de-
fine the bounds of human understanding leads to a considera-
tion of the manner in which the mind works introduction
242 4 26826 8 and similarly his concern with language leads to
a need for knowledge of what the speaker means by a word
for each person has his own definition that is slightly different
than anyone else s and to communicate one must have some
knowledge of what a word means in the context of the other
person s mind after asking uncle toby where he received his
wound the widow wadman would certainly agree

my uncle toby returned into the parlour and sat himself
down again upon the sopha

you shall lay your finger upon the place said my uncle
toby I1 will not touch it however quoth mrs wadmanipalVaieadinan to
herself

this requires a second translation it shewschews what little
knowledge is gotten by mere words we must go to the
first springs IX xx 624

this second translation requires the gloss of each character s
mind for it is in this context in this little world that one must
discover meanings for words sterne has produced comedy by
making these contexts far more individual far more private
far more hobbyhorsicalhobby horsical than locke intended and what he has
done is to concertize an abstract idea that is to illustrate it
and to qualify it by bringing it from the category of words to
the category of things this placement of something from the
world of abstract language in the world which represents
everyday life produces an incongruity which is comic and may
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be when recognizably derived from a particular source satirical
as well A good example of sterne s general method occurs
when trim enters the learned discussion about radical dryness
and moisture

and what conclusion dost thou draw corporal trim
cried my father from all these premises

I1 infer an please your worship replied trim that the
radical moisture isis nothing in the world but ditchwaterditch water
and that the radical heat of those who can go to the expense
of it is burnt brandy the radical heat and moisture of a
private man an please your honourshondourshonours is nothing but ditch-
water and a dram of geneva and give us but enough of
it with a pipe of tobacco to give us the spirits and drive
away the vapoursvapouras we know not what it is to fear death

V xaxlx1 4012401 2

that trim should enter the discussion at all or that he should
use the scholastic term of inference is one aspect of trim s

world encountering walter s but the final encounter is the
ossification of walter s abstract idea by something from the
world of existence this reductio ad absurdum which causes or
which results from the clashing of two worlds two contexts
or two categories is sterne s primary comic technique and it
is in essence a comiccomic extension of locke which takes the philo-
sopher from the world of his study into the world of action
and conversation in relation to the characters the contexts
may be those of the everyday world those of the everyday world
and a private one or those of two private isolated worlds such
as those in which toby and walter live

some of the finest comic scenes arise from the collision of
the world of toby and the world of walter but before sterne
can capitalize upon these collisions he must first establish the
worlds of his characters and he begins this early in tristram
shandy hearing the noise of running feet over their heads
while they are waiting for the birth of tristram walter turns
to toby and asks him

I1 wonder what s all that noise and running backwards
and forwards for above stairs what can they be
doing brother

I1 think replied my uncle toby taking his pipe from
his mouth and striking the head of it two or three times
upon the nail of his left thumb as he began his sentence

I1 think says he but to enter rightly into my uncle
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tofytobystobys sentiments upon this matter you must be made to
enter first a little into his character the outlines of which
I1 shall just give you and then the dialogue between him
and my father will go on as well again 1 I xxiaxi 63

this explanatory digression takes thirty six pages in the work
text before we are returned to the next part of that sentence
but in that period sterne has been able to establish toby s
hobbyhorsehobby horse his modesty and his history sterne sets the words
of his characters firmly within the context of their personalities
in the case of walter and toby these personalities are isolat-
ing factors causing them to see everything in terms of their
particular hobbyhorsehobby horse in any conversation between these two
humor characters there is almost certain to be a lapse in com-
municationmunication as soon as an area of mutual hobby horsicality is
encountered

at the one point when walter seems to understand toby s

way of seeing things and hence appears to be communicating
it turns out instead that the subject of concern is not a bridge
for toby s fortifications but for his son s nose which along
with walter s own hobbyhorsehobby horse has just been crushed by slop s

forceps lead me brother toby cried my father to my room
this instant oil111cliIII xxvii 215 and this of course requires
the digression of fifty eight pages which presents the world of
walter s mind and its belief in the importance of names noses
birth and education all in some sense a comic commentary
on both walter and on locke my father was serious he was
all uniformity he was systematical and like all systematicksystematics
reasonersseasonersreason ers he would move both heaven and earth and twist and
torture every thing in nature to support his hypothesis in a
word I1 repeat it over again he was serious 1 I1 xix 53

though he is well meaning this serious man s attempts to
mold the world into system and pattern appear as the greatest
absurdities and as his ossified vision continually peeps out
upon the flux about him he becomes both the target of gentle
satire and the cause of comedy walter assures yorick with the
solemnity of science that there is a northwestnorth west passage to
the intellectual world the whole depends added my
father inin a low voice upon the auxiliary verbs mr yorick
had yorick tread upon virgils snake he could not have been
more surprised V xliixl1ialii 404 once again walter s hobby-
horse has thrust something of apparently minor importance into
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contact with something of a very different scale and the dif-
ference in scale causes the surprise of an expectation which has
been denied the confrontation of two scales of value of two
contexts reduces walter s concern with auxiliary verbs to the
level of absurdity this typical reduction of an idea to absurdity
by carrying it beyond its usual context derives additional force
because locke inin his chapter of particles makes much of a

similar matter 3

it is true that locke was working with abstract ideas in
his study and that to remove them from this context will
naturally make them absurd and to mock them is perhaps too
unfair to locke but one point for which locke cannot be
excused says sterne is his unbalanced and unbalancing eleva-
tion of understanding above wit and emotion when the fact of
the matter is that all must always be in balance to one who
sees the world as comedy the denial of importance to wit is the
more alarming because it has been made the magna cartacarta of
stupidity oil111cliIII xx 202 enabling those without wit and humor
to claim solemn wisdom as their realm while sterne one feels
would hold that wisdom is never solemn sterne says he does
not write his book for such serious ones but he does write it
with them with mr john locke and mr walter shandy my
father whose way was to force every event in nature into an
hypothesis by which means never man crucified TRUTH at
the rate he did IX xxxii 644 tries continually to impose
system on all around him while brother toby who sees every-
thing in relation to his military hobbyhorsehobby horse bumblingly ex

locke s of particles ili111illciltilIII111 9810098 100 ends with an example of different
uses of particles and this is probably parodied by the close of sterne s chapter
xliiix1iiixviii vol V

A WHITE BEAR very well have I1 ever seen one might I1 ever have
seen one am I1 ever to see one ought I1 ever to see one or can I1 ever see one

would I1 had seen a white bear for how can I1 imagine it
if I1 should see a white bear what should I1 say if I1 should never see a

white bear what then
if I1 never have can must or shall see a white bear alive have I1 ever seen

the skin of one did I1 ever seen one painted described have I1 ever dreamed
of one

did my father mother uncle brothers or sisters ever see a white bear
what would they give how would they behave how would the white bear
have behaved Is he wild tame terrible rough smooth

Is the white bear worth seeing
Is three no sin in it

Is it better than a BLACK ONE appp 406407406 407
once again sterne transfers something from one context to another gradually
taking the questions not as exercises but as actual inquiries
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poses his obsession by taking everything as though it had im-
mediate relevance to his own world these two men are incarna-
tions of locke s statements in chapter X the abuse of
words and as such they fulfill our expectations for their
contexts are so personal that they cannot communicate by
words after toby has led walter to his room and after sterne
has carefully provided the setting with an elaborate description
of walter s posture of grief he has walter break the silence
as follows

did ever man brother toby cried my father rising him-
self up upon his elbow and turning himself round to the
opposite side of the bed where my uncle toby was sitting
in his old fringed chair with his chin resting upon his
crutch did ever a poor unfortunate man brother toby
cried my father receive so many lashes the most I1 ever
saw given quoth my uncle toby ringing the bell at the
bedsbed s head for trim was to a grenadier I1 think in makamsmakays
regiment had my uncle toby shot a bullet through my
father s heart he could not have fallen down with his nose
upon the quilt more suddenly

bless me said my uncle toby IV 111illiliiii 274

although they are aware of each other s hobbyhorsehobby horse they are
nevertheless so concerned with their own that they cannot com-
municatemunicate with words and their marx brothers dialogue con-
tinually impinges the world the humor the context of the one
upon the other with the resultant double meanings and plays
on word and idea but this does not leave walter and toby and
us in isolated boxes ghostly robinson crusoescrushes to quote ryle
living within the mechanical islands of our bodies for granted
that because no one has the same context denotational philo-
sophical language will for all its occasional efficiency be most
often subject to misunderstanding nonetheless human beings
have two means of communication there is human feeling
which is the language of benevolence and connotationalnotationalcon mean-
ings which are the language of art these cut across even if
they do not explain the riddles and mysteries IV xvii 293
among which we live for all that toby and walter can rarely
explain their ideas to each other their good natures bind them
together in a firm understanding for example after trim has
cut up walter s boots for siege mortars to be used in toby s
scale model war a peculiarly chaotic conversation occurs but
at last my father could not help smiling for his soul his
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anger at the worst was never more than a spark and the zeal
and simplicity of trim and the generous tho hobby horsiborsi
cal gallantry of my uncle toby brought him into perfect good
humourhumous with them again oii111oililliliIII111 xxiixxitexit 206 the communication
that takes place is not by the denotation of the words but
through the conclusions indirectly drawn by walter that trim
is zealous and simple and good in toby s behalf and that toby
is generously gallant for the sake of his country both of which
are perceived from a long established context sterne has shown
that locke s views of language are in one aspect quite correct
and he has used the problem of definition for his comedy on
the other hand he has shown ffirstgirstglrst that such problems of
definition and communication are not of ultimate importance
in relation to his characters and second that art which defines
in a non lockeanlockbean manner is a proper means of communication
sterne has accepted definition by context carried it beyond
what locke intended and shown that contrary to locke s

assertions such definition by artistic context works better than
attempts at denotational communication

walter s method of understanding once again points up
sterne s emphasis upon the indirect aspects of communication
the context of toby s goodness evokes the best of walter s

feelings and this reliance upon the benevolence of feeling is

dependent upon and derived from two major influences upon
sterne the church and locke the favorable attitude toward
feeling is in large part the result of the latitudinarian move-
ment in the church and it is further supported by locke ss

empiricism which implies that since all knowledge must be
derived from experience therefore all experience all sensa-
tion must be good 5 sterne not only believes wit and judgment
cannot be separated but that REASON is half of it SENSE
and the measure of heaven itself is but the measure of our
present appetites and concoctionsconcoct ions VII xiii 494 while this

see R S crane suggestions towards a genealogy of the man of feel-
ing ELH 1I 1934 205230205 230

t see dorothy van ghent the english novel form and function new
york and evanston 1961 ppap 9510095 100 similar is john traugott s remark that
the following definition of sentimentalism at least suits sterne s practice by

sensory apprehension of the behavior of other persons and by comparing that
behavior by an association of ideas with our own we conceive a sympathy with
other persons the core of sterne s sentimentalism lies in his insistence that
by certain public signs we can come to understand individuality tristram
andysshandysshandesSh world sternes philosophical rhetoric berkeley andlosandlorand losdos angeles
1954 ppap 73573 5
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has many meanings and many contexts among them that
reason is empirically derived it also means that A man s body
and his mind with the utmost reverence to them both I1 speak
it are exactly like a jerkin and a jerkin s lining rumple the
one you rumple the other oll111011III iviv 160 sterne s need to
set things in context in their complete and proper setting
causes him to see mind and body head and heart sex and love
and sense and nonsense in a series of continuums a vision which
prevents hardening of both the heart and categories this root-
ing of things deeply within their context which is one aspect of
the wide perspective of a comic vision makes the logic chopping
of walter and of locke the more ridiculous but while there is
some mocking of locke and while there is some sharp satire
especially that of learned hokum sterne is primarily a writer
not of satire but of comedy walter and toby are by and large
not targets of satire but the subjects of comedy the multiple
perspective created by the different contexts provides an irony
which leads to understanding not censure the importance of
these personal contexts requires sterne to define his characters
and provides one mechanical reason for the digressive structure
of tristram shandy

thus far I1 have been discussing context or setting as it
emanates from the minds of the various characters and have
been concentrating upon toby and walter shandy because
they exemplify the individual mind as particular world at its
most comically obvious sterne not only deals with the worlds
of the mind but with the adjacent worlds of art and life and
much of the novel is concerned with the encounter of the two
sterne creates a fictive reader the sir or madam to whom so
many comments are addressed and who sits at sterne s elbow
watching the events and occasionally interrupting their presen-
tation while this reader provides an excuse for sterne to ad-
dress his audience through the voice of tristram his narrator
this convention is so used that this audience becomes a character
in the novel like those repousserepouss&repousse figures in baroque painting
who turn half toward the audience and half toward the scene
being presented sir and madam have their own context which
furnishes something for the novel to be fitted into or better
something to which the novel s inner action can be con-
trastedtr while of course this reader is part of the novel and
this is not real life he or she represents the world of conven
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tionaldional novels and insensitive readers this aspect of tristram
shandy points up the problems of art as a means of communi-
cation the critical history of the novel would suggest that
many actual readers are in the same relation to the novel as is

toby to walter sympathy but not understanding when trist-
ram assigns penance to his lady reader for not reading his
novel closely enough thus playing a joke both upon himself
and upon the conventional skimmer of pages he would seem to
be emphasizing that aspect of his work which is likely to be
neglected 1 I wrote a careless kind of civil nonsensical good
humored shandean book which will do all your hearts good
and all your heads too provided you understand it VI
xvii 436 he adds later in the novel expecting that it will
cure the spleen before it strikes the mind

tristram and his reader occasionally carry on a dialogue
which is much like that of walter and toby but this comedy
is due as much to the reader s ignorance of events his lack of
proper context as to his lack of perception in the first chapter
this fictive reader creates a comiccomic misunderstanding by the in-
fliction of a usual context and its associations upon the particu-
lar and peculiar situation of walter shandy s one night a
month after walter shandy has burst out did ever woman
since the creation of the world interrupt a man with such a
silly question our reader inquires pray what was your
father saying nothing replies tristram 1 I1 i 5 the
creation of this reader provides a means of varying comic dis-
tance and perspective and because such a device must interrupt
the primary action it also gives sterne another way of con-
trolling the pace of the novel this fictional reader is about as
close as one can get to bringing the audience into the story
and the creation of this outer circle adds a new context which
not only provides additional possibilities for comedy but which
also produces an implicit commentary on the relation of the
novel to the world outside it

critics have remarked on sterne s devices as a means of
criticizing the conventional novel of his timetime6timea but more imporimbor

richard C boys tristram shandy and the conventional novel papers
of the michigan academy XXVII 1951 42336423 36 points out that sterne
is certainly not commenting upon smollett or fielding and A A mendilowmendelowMendilow
time and the novel london 1952 p 166 remarks that sterne was most
interested in the problems of conventional techniques and their relation to reality
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tant than these criticisms some of which are tongue in cheek
is the novelist s concern with the relation of convention to the
reality it is supposed to represent we see sterne s attitudes
toward the capability of literature from another vantage point
when he brings objects from the external world into the novel
when he inflicts not representations of reality but real things
upon the context of his fiction such expressionistic devices as
the black page which follows the announcement of noricksyoricksYoricks
death and the marble page which is to be an emblem of the
novel are all attempts to gain a new notation that is more
effective than words once an object is introduced into the
context of a work of art it no longer is an object for it has
become language the most obvious example perhaps is the
introduction of the musical notation for lilliburlerolillibullero which
is used to describe toby s character similarly in the last book
trim gives an eloquent speech without words As uncle toby
and trim advance to a frontal attack on the willing mrs wad-
man trim says the final word for the bachelor s life whilst
a man is free cried the corporal giving a flourish with his
stick thus and then sterne gives the path of the sticks
movement A thousand of my father s most subtle syllogisms
could not have said more for celibacy my uncle toby lookdlooka
earnestly towards his cottage and his bowling green IX iv
604 but of course these strangely introduced elements are
not a marble page a sheet of music or a pattern of movement
any longer for once they have been introduced into the context
of the novel however uncomfortably or humorously they may
remain there they have become redefined by their present
company once more sterne has shown that nonnondenotativenondenotattvedenotative
language can communicate when it has the proper context
sterne here reverses a frequent tactic moving something from
the category of object into the category of word and idea these
contrasts between different orders of reality comment upon the
nature of art and by pointing out its limits help keep it or
at least the reader as flexible as the reality the novel is trying
to present

just as sterne tries to keep his language from solidifying
so too he attempts to keep his novel and his reader limber
implicitly warning us that conventions are only conventions
and not to be taken as reality but it is the nature and purpose
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of all system whether it be of convention or of philosophy to
limit human experience by the imposition of pattern and hence
to provide an order by which we can live systematizing is by
nature solemn it is also intrinsically false both in that the
system must in some areas be an inadequate description of
reality and in that it is too serious about its pretensions of
adequacy sterne s comedy continually sets the various systems
of john locke walter shandy and the artist within a wider
context which is fatal to the solemnity of any systems that
have pretensions of completeness by its very nature and reason
for existence a system attempts to provide a complete context
in its particular area giving all the answers and expanding into
all the empty spaces but the eye of comedy is always matching
context and system which inevitably is a process of reduction
for anything which is supposedly complete tristram shandy
uses shatters and comments upon locke s view of language
locke is suggestive and perceptive but not complete enough
and like walter shandy he is too rigid and systematical in
walter we see all the foibles of the system maker carried to
greatest extremes his encounters with life produce the most
powerful most comical commentary on systems of all kinds at
the opening of the novel and in the first long digression about
him the reader learns of walter s systematizing hobbyhorsicalhobby horsical
ity and of its expression in elaborate theories of childbirth and
childbearing but from the beginning the very beginning of
tristram s existence the systems topple of their own weight
for after all it is walter s systematic winding of the clock
which causes all the trouble he was a very exact man and

As a small specimen of this extreme exactness of his to
which he was in truth a slave he had made it a rule for
many years of his life on the first sunday night of every
month throughout the whole year as certain as ever the
sunday night camecarne to wind up a large house clock which
we had standing upon the backstairsback stairs head with his own
hands he had likewise gradually brought some other
little family concernmentsconcern ments to the same period in order as
he would often say to my uncle toby to get them all out
of the way at one time from an unhappy association
of ideas which have no connection in nature it so fell out
at length that my poor mother could never hear the said
clock wound up but the thoughts of some other things
unavoidably popp d into her head & virevicevice versa 1 I1 iv
898 9
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the problem with the system is that it does not take into
account the nature of the human mind which includes this
association by habitbabit as well as denotative faculties and this
of course is what is wrong with locke having realized that his
offspring s troubles hadbad begun nine months before birth and
had been increased by slop s forceps walter next tries to coun-
teract this with his opinion that there was a strange kind
of magick bias which good or bad names as he called them
irresistibly impress d upon our characters and conduct 1 I1

xviii 50 this is an extreme example perhaps of locke s

point that taking words for things causes great difficulty in
thought but it is also an example of taking words too seriously
and of trying to impose them on another order of reality once
again walter s system helps destroy itself for by choosing
trismegistusTrismegistus a name of which no one has heard and which
resembles tristram the name he most dislikes walter provides
the possibility for the inevitable shandean confusion finally
when it is obvious that everything has gone wrong for tristram
walter begins to apply his system to the education of his son
he begins to write the massive tristeatnstratristra goediapoedia but by the time
he has set his thoughts in order and culled the answers from
the scholastic masters three years have elapsed and during the
whole period tristram remarks 1 I was all that time totally
neglected and abandoned to my mother V xvi 375 these
systems are not only removed from life but also prevent walter
from living and acting

better than all these systems of education are the disordered
associations of good examples toby s benevolence towards the
fly which occurs when tristram is ten years old finds a way
to the boy s heart

I1 know that the lesson of universal goodwillgood will then taught
and imprinted by my uncle toby has never since been
worn out of my mind and tho I1 would not depreciate
what the study of the literaklzteraeliterae humaniores at the university
have done for me in that respect yet I1 often think what
I1 owe one half of my philanthrophy to that one accidental
impression

this is to serve for parents and governors instead of
whole volume upon the subject 11II xii 114

sterne uses locke s theory of association which locke sees
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as madness and contradicts the system of the philosopher
that will not allow the irrational to be anything but dangerous 7

walter imposes his version of reality upon those around
him even choosing to see toby s natural reactions as system
his obsession with system is the more comical because it is
always so fantastic and the more sterne piles detail upon de-
tail in the manner of rabelais the more absurd become wal-
ter s methods when walter decides to put his son in breeches
he sets his immense topheavytop heavy system in movement and once
he winds it up it topples of its own weight having consulted
mrs shandy who as usual is annoyingly acquiescent he next
goes to albertus rubeniusrubeliusRubenius miring himself in an elaborate
confusion of pedantry sterne carefully cites authorities for
trivial points and indulges in elaborate mock logical subdivi-
sions all of which serve to place a load of importance on some-
thing which is unimportant walter s northwest passage to the
intellect his fascination with slawkenbergiussiawkenbergius and his passion
for argument are all things which sterne uses to comment upon
not only these kinds of intellectual swamps but all systematiz-
ing much of sterne s comedy comes from the destruction or
stretching of system by matching it implicitly or explicitly with
other systems and other contexts he can bring the world of
toby into collision with walter s or locke s into toby s he
moves words into the order of things and things into the order
of words he moves systems into the shandean world of no
system and he tries to move the reader and his context into the
world of the novel

sterne not only confronts his two fictional worlds one of
art and one of life he confronts various times all of which
are observed as occurring in the present tristram presents a
story in the past as happening before us and yet he is also the
subject of this tale appearing twice once as child or embryo
and once as author in the midst of a dramatic scene comes
what was your father saying sterne is using time as a

series of sliding panels and once again he has burst the context
in which we live creating a vision which by the presence of
different vantage points is necessarily ironic and potentially
comic any view which contains the individual world of

traugott p 47 comments sterne s fun with locke does not constitute a
dislike or disapproval of the philosopher but sterne is not just playing with
these ideas helielleile is contradicting them especially where education is concerned
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sterne s characters the interpretations of his reader and the
layers of different times must be ironic unless all those vantage
points coincide and in stemesheme almost nothing unless it be a sill
and window ever coincides

the effect of these various contexts of time upon the novel
is that everything or almost everything is presented as hap-
pening and therefore little of the story is told to the reader
the advantage of this is that the entire action can be dramatic
for exposition as such does not occur even when sterne is
supposedly presenting an expository digression he presents it
as happening and it becomes part of the action this structure
allows a great percentage of action while simultaneously per-
mitting authoricalauthorical commentary for other purposes with every-
thing shown as becoming as in process the novel groups into
scenes which are shown with little explanation the significance
becoming apparent from the context 8 this occurs in the phutabhuta
rodius episode where zounds first is heard and then the
explanation follows tracing what has happened by making it
happen again this time from an accessible point of view once
again context furnishes meaning

this use of time as context in the novel is derived from
sterne s conception of time as individually perceived after
playing with the lockeanlockbean idea of duration 11II viii 103
sterne deals with it again when walter and toby are waiting
for the delivery of tristram

it is two hours and ten minutes and no more cried
my father looking at his watch since dr slop and obadiahobzdiahobadohadrahrab
arrived and I1 do not know how it happens brother toby

but to my imagination it seems almost an age
tis owing entirely quoth my uncle toby to the suc-

cession of our ideas lii111elieilillIII xviii 1889188 9

just as all human beings have their own interpretations of
language they also have their own interpretations of time for
as toby says time is measured by the movement of our train
of ideas sterne takes this manipulates it and as usual carries it
to an extreme in the process he contrasts inner and outer time
the personal and the objective contexts of human life

this manipulation of time has been seen as similar to that
of proust mann woolf and joyce in a mannermamer similar to

mendilownendilowmendelowMendilowliow p 182
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these modem novelists sterne creates tristram by rooting him
in the context of the past a past moreover which is portrayed
as important in its presentness the characters are set within
their past and since this is to be a mocking commentary of
many of walter s ideas tristram s beginnings are found rather
far back in time yet there are significant differences unlike
proust to choose one example sterne is writing a history of
himself more for others than to discover himself there is no
great need to accomplish this rendering within himself and
significantly sterne s narrator uses much extrinsic information
some admittedly derived from toby and some unadmittedly
derived from the convention of the omniscient author for
these reasons there is not proust s emphasis upon either the
active or passive memory and similarly there is no yearning
nono feeling of great loss in and through time while sterne
would hold with proust that une heurefeure n est pas qu une
heurefeure c est un vase rempliremali de parfumsparfume de sons de projetsprojects et de
climatsclamatsclimats and while he might agree partially with ce que nous
appelonsappelhonsappelons la rerealiterealinealite est un certain rapport entre ces sensations et
ces souvenirs qui nous entourententourent simultanementsimultan6ment 9 for these
are in essence lockeanlockbean he does not have the emphasis and
tone to claim ces resurrections de la mememoiremoire cachaient
une verite nouvelle 10 the primary difference between sterne
and his heirs is that sterne still has a confidence in the integrity
of self which largely due to sterne s contemporary hume
those who followed had lost hume s point is that if experience
is just perceptions which succeed each other with an incon-
ceivableceivable rapidity and are in perpetual flux and movement
the self has no unity and is nothing but a bundle or collection
of different perceptions hume s explanation for what we
call self is that habit creates a functional organization but
this is not enough to satisfy many but sterne did not have this
problem believing as he did in a fixed character and in the
existence of the soul so he did not endow time with such
importance or most important with such seriousness surpris-
ingly enough sterne comes to many of the same conclusions

marcel proust A la recherche dudm temps perdu ed pierre claracciarac and andre
ferre 3 vols paris pleiade editions 1954 III111 889

proust III111 878
quoted by hans Mmeyerhofferhoff time and literature berkeley and loslas an-

geles 1954 p 32 my 7iscussiondiscussiondiscussion of bergsonian and modem ideas of time is
largely dependent upon meyerhoff
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and the same technical developments from his position as do
the modems with their peculiar concern with time we have
already seen the effects of this view on the structure of the
novel quite similar indeed is sterne s view of language and
his suspicion of system the bergsoniansBergson ians who see time as flow
feel that the mind imposes language as a means of congealing
thought though this imposition is necessary it also renders
all expression falsely like sterne these modern writers firmly
embed their words with a series of widening contexts some are
so chary of the limiting nature of words that like hermann
broch they construct a gleichgewichtskonstellationgleichgewkhtskonslellation a gestalt
in which only the total effect of the words communicates these
techniques are much like sterne s elaborate definitions by con-
text and his comic vision with its suspicion of system and
limitation arrives at much the same point as did those obsessed
by time the major difference is that of tone but in comedy
tone is everything

this suspicion of system comes from a view which sees
that system is never a complete context it always fits into or
against another sterne s comedy occurs when he thrusts things
from one context into another sometimes this collision is
caused by and sometimes it causes extreme and absurd exten-
sion of an idea a word or a thing beyond its usual sphere
sterne s point is that these collisions always occur and that
systems which ignore this are in their seriousness and in their
rigidity absurd and while sterne may satirize particular
systems or particular foibles they are most important as comic
examples not as targets in themselves sterne s primary purpose
is not to attack but to drive away the spleen with laughter and
understanding
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the 1965 mormon bibliography follows the pattern
adopted in the previous issuesissues of the brigham young university
studies it consists of selected items from the 1965 v 6
mormon americana a cooperative listing of books dealing with
utah and the mormonscormonsMormons in this bibliography only the items
concerning the church have been considered

in the 1964 edition of the mormon bibliography two
problems were noted concerning books being published in this
area the confusion of edition and printing and the lack of
care in the printing of bibliographies another problem facing
the scholar as he works with local materials is the lack of
proper indexing

this is not a problem which is peculiar to materials printed
in utah however the fact that it is a general problem does
not keep it from being annoying during the past two years I1
have worked on a bibliography of mormonism and one of the
most trying parts of the project has been to locate sections of
books dealing with mormonism equally frustrating to other
writers are the periodicals and newspapers which have never
been properly indexed

A great deal of work has been done to index the more
prominent church periodicals mr N 1I butt of the BYU
library has been the principal person responsible for these
indexes having published indexes to the times and seasons
messenger and advocate elderseiders journal journal of dis-
courses and many more still others are indexes in manuscript
form such as his index to the juvenile instructor and contribu-
tor also there is hope for more being published by other
people such as the index to the millennial star by bethboth oyler
though most helpful most of the indexes now published have
a great deal to be desired as far as completeness and availability
are concerned also there is the problem of cumulative indexes

mr flake is special collections librarian at brigham young university
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for current publications since 1952 the BYU library has
indexed the church section of the deseret news and published
it since 1957 there has however never been an accumulation
so that a person must go through fourteen separate indexes
each year the problem increases

A problem more serious and for which there is less excuse
is the lack of good indexes in books published locally true
the responsibility for an index usually is the author s but certain
guidelines could be set forth by a publisher whose name is being
placed on the title page of the work an example of such an
index is in sterling W sill s leadership vol I1 ten items
in the index are listed under the which is never properly a
filing word there are thirteen references to joseph smith under
joseph and twelveundertwelve under smith the reference to major

M treptow is found under major what is otherwise a fine
book is reduced in value due to poor indexing with so much
material available the scholars usually do not have time to
read or scan a book in the hope of finding something of import
if the book does not have a good index it is often omitted
from consideration
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CHARIS SOUTHWELL

underneath the pressed marble foundations
they have buried the witches
and in the dark library storeroomsstorerooms they have put away the

myth
now the dark shape drifts up the stairs
stands on the rostrum and conjures

A chain of laughter moves around the cocktail party
light laughter like the clink of glass and ice
and the jingle of bracelet rings
the smoke rises between us in a screen
and everyone is gay except for you
and you are restless and turn away
to look for nothing
and could not tell me if I1 asked you
why

dante rose out of his grave and passed a bar
from the asylum where the air is a camouflage
and the intimacy impersonal he heard hell s music

the well dressed lady blushed and said
would you mind if I1 call you father
not at all if it helps he said

the well dressed lady bowed her head
and tried to find a way to tell

when the storm lifts the litter from the streets
and screams around the buildings
tearing at the wires and throwing down the leaves
when the earth heaves and breaks itself
and the sea comes in a great hand to slap the land

mrs southwell is an alumna of brigham young university where shehe
won several awards for her poetry
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the shadow rides upon the water
and contorts his face in lightning
for the pain of another power

II11

in my dreams I1 run until I1 am out there
in the middle of everywhere wyoming
where a hundred thousand voices sing the silence
and the clouds as big as giants expand their chests and roar
where there is a stillness in between
for the quiet things that sing in the smaller amplitudes
and play on the fragile strings
where only flowing water passes never hours
and the undulance and coolness of the stream
share the lovely solitude of dreams
it is a myth the quiet place
I1 waken from the illusion of the schedule
into the shelter of the willow
the soothing moving of the water
and the warm enclosing arms of sun

illIII111ili
idumea idumea we have forgotten
the blur of pigeon wings moves into the evening
following the day into the west
dipping under the rose edge of the gray bowl
and out into the ever light
theiletleime great eye dims as earth turns beneath the aperture
and closes away the blue
plate glass windows watch the white translucence
change through blue into the crystal black of night
and sigh into the security of stars

idumea idumea we have forgotten
the shadow hovers down so near
we cannot see we only feel the cold like fear
brush past and wait and play to pass the time
that s ticking faster than before
and the dark shape moves from door to door
who knows when it has passed
or whether we are all dead at last
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R JOSEPH MONSEN JR AND MARK W CANNON the

makers of public policy american power groups and their
ideologies new york mcgraw hill book company 1965
355555355ppappp

increasing interest in public policy decisions is revealed in
both the dramatic behavior of citizens interest groups and the
proliferation of journal articles and books on public issues and
the policy process on the one hand are mounting citizen
awareness and involvement in the process and on the other are
efforts of social scientists to analyze and describe more effec-
tively the realities of issues and processes

in the makers of public policy R joseph monsen jr an
economist in a school of business administration and mark W
cannon a political scientistsscientist endeavor to articulate the ideol-
ogies of american power groups as a basis for understanding
the motivations of citizens as they join groups in order to in-
fluence public policy

the authors contend that the widespread ignorance
of the influence of interest groups and their ideologies on
public policy often handicaps reasoned policy formulation 1

hence they have undertaken an effort to bring together in a
single volume a succinct statement of the goals and ideologies
of the major occupational groups which affect public policy
at the national level there are two major exceptions to this
generalization 1 1 one chapter is included on an ethnic group

the negroes who are largely dissatisfied with low occupa-
tional status however and 2 another chapter is included
on the public school teachers who influence domestic policy at
the local level

the authors express three general hopes regarding their
writing first that greater awareness may be gained about
which groups dominate our legislative process and how they
operate in the making of public policy second that by suc-
cinctly stating the positions and ideologies of the variousvarious major
power groups in one volume it will be easier correctly to

preface p v
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ascribe to a particular group the propaganda and arguments
popularly heard regarding major domestic issues third that
such information can raise discussion of public policy to a more
rational and informed level in this country 2

the book is written somewhat as an intelligence paper
as it reviews the ideology organization and techniques of the
various power groups among the several major publics As
such it is a significant reference work however the authors
sometimes appear to be writing for the layman and at other
times for students of the political process for example since
the appearance in the late 1930 s of pendleton herring s two
classics group representation before congress and public
administration and rhetheibe public interest it has been widely
recognized by students of the political process that interest
groups profoundly influence the determination of public policy
in both the legislative and administrative arenas yet the
authors make no reference to the extensive influence which
their power groups wield upon policy determination in the
administrative sphere in a volume which observes that the
makers of public policy and their goals and ideologies are
strangely unidentified to the american public government
decision making is not simply the congressional voting process
that many suppose 3

the authors then proceed to make known the goals and
ideologies of these power groups through eight well written
chapters one chapter each is devoted to what they call the
formal groups of business labor agriculture negroes public
school teachers to which they might have added a chapter on
the clergy and the informal groups of intellectuals civil
bureaucracy and military bureaucracy to which they might
have added a chapter on the reactionaries the authors acknowl-
edged that in studying the expressed goals and ideologies of
the groups this work generally takes at face value the assertions
and public statements of the groups themselves despite occa-
sional camouflages 4

throughout the work monsen and cannon both imply and
make explicit the notion that if the individual citizen desires
to influence governmental policy it is imperative that he join

leidwidibidwha p vii
chapter LI1 p 1

ibidid p 22
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groups which will give direction purpose and weight to the
interests he espouses the citizen must be represented by
one or more of the major power groups if he is to feel any
identification with society or public policy in present american
society it is membership in these groups that gives meaning to
individual lives by providing common goals and values which
are expressed by the groups in ideological form 5

they contend further that since occupation is the
most powerful economic thread that binds men together the
major occupational power groups discussed here and their
ideologies have widely replaced religion with its theology as
the major sociological institution in modemmodern man s life 6 on
this point the authors emphasize that for those who desire
power the chief way is to become one of the elite who effec-
tively control a major group

the entire volume is filled with quotable quotes and inter-
esting insights of the eight ideology chapters perhaps three
of the better ones are on business the public school teachers
and the military bureaucracy three other chapters especially
invite quotation and comment

describing an emotional facet of the ideology of the intel-
lectuals one of their informal groups the authors suggest that
the emotional support for negro rights is so strong that other

rights may be sacrificed in the process 7

it is this quality of emotional involvement that helps make
the majority position of the intellectuals an ideology rather
than simply a consensus 8 yet earlier in the chapter the authors
concluded that there is sufficient political consensus
among intellectuals to classify them as a political com-
munity 9or group

if emotional support for a consensus becomes the rationale
for the existence and description of power groups then this
logic is negated when it comes to the chapter on farmers among
whom there are distinct cleavages rather than consensus for
example in the whole of the united states it would be diffi-
cult to find two organizations more opposed to each other on

chapter XI p 329
ibid p 331
chapter VII p 202
ibid p 221
ibid p 179
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social legislation than the farm bureau and the farmers
union 10

moving from this paradox to a bit of irony the authors
observed that it is highly interesting that the one farmer organi-
zation which has been nurtured by government the farm
bureau would turn out to be ideologically the most hos-
tile of all three farm groups to government intervention

the chapter on negroes sets the present ideology in histori-
cal perspective which has led to the militancy of various groups
representing the american negro strange as it seems now
in 1896 negroes made up a majority of those registered in
twenty six parishes in the deep south state of lousiana six
years later they did not comprise a majority in any parish
stated numerically negro registration plummeted from
130334 to 1342 during this brief period the lousiana move
to white political supremacy characterizes what took place in
the rest of the south because of negro economic dependence
on the whites and judicial and legislative decisions weakening
the intent of the fourteenth amendment 12

the oppression and deprivation which has ensued has en-
gendered an overwhelming desire of the negroes to be treated
like men this repudiates the notion of inherent inequality
but recognizes perhaps an environmental handicap the en-
vironmentvironment that the negroes want changed 13

in an otherwise excellent chapter a comment which causes
wonderment is the statement that negro progress in the north
has taken place in a vacuum of opposition 14 undoubtedly the
word vacuum is an inadvertence because despite some pro-
gress in the north on behalf of negroes there indeed has
been and is opposition

in a provocative final chapter on how democracy really
works the reader does not find out how democracy really
works but he does discover some interesting political insights
the authors develop the theory of minority rule as con-
trasted with majority rule as the basis for decision making
in american democracy to support their case they cite
examples of minority positions and minority elections which

chapter IV p 118
ibid p 114
chapter V p 140

12ibid12ibid p 136
ibid p 149
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have become governmental policy there is both reality and
logic to their argument they overlook however the element
of consensus in the concept of what may be termed passive
majority rule in american democracy that is the tacit general
acceptance by the majority of the governmental policies not in
conflict with their own interests even when fabricated by a
minority

american democracy is characterized by pluralism and
negotiation among contending interests traditional under-
standing of the concept of majority rule should be modified
to comprehend that in a pluralistic democracy the will of the
people is determined and expressed by a coalition of minori-
ties this coalition of minorities will vary for every issue in
dispute and every decision made each will be a transient coali-
tion of groups people are motivated by their interests to
make interests known and prevail they join groups they must
act in concert not unilaterally if they are to succeed

monsen and cannon have done a great favor to both stu-
dents and laymen alike in preparing this volume even though
there is no bibliography every chapter contains excellent foot-
notes and each of the ideology chapters includes a pertinent
case study which illustrates the ideology in application all
who read the book will find it fascinating reading as they dis-
cover new insights regarding the policy process in america

desmond L anderson
associate dean
school of public administration
university of southern california
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P A M TAYLOR expectations westward the normansnormany
and the emigration of their british converts in the nineteenth
century ithaca NY cornell university press 1966 ppap xvi

2777502777.50277750277 7507507.50

the story of the populating of america by the poor and
oppressed peoples of lands across the seas is one of the great
sagas of the nineteenth century during that period the united
states grew from about five and one half million people cling-
ing to the eastern seaboard to a nation of over 75 million that
spanned a continent from sea to shining sea A significant part
of this saga is the peopling of illinois and the trans mississippi
west by european converts to the church of jesus christ of
latter day saints

to tell the whole story of the mormon experience requires
that one be a poet a hardboiledhard boiled business man a scholar a
sceptic a religious mystic a philosopher a psychologist a soci-
ologist and an economist the indisputable fact that no one
writer is all of these has not however prevented many of us
from trying to interpret various phases of mormon history

one of the more successful of these laborers in the vineyard
is dr P A M taylor a lecturer in history in the department
of american studies at hull university england the primary
purpose of expectations westward he says isis not to tell an
exciting story but to explore the relationships between mor-
mon theology the early history of the mormon church in
america its missionary activities in britain its colonizing work
in utah and the planned emigration of its british converts
dr taylor has organized his study into three broad subject
areas britain utah and the emigrants and their jour-
ney part I1 contains a brief summary of the doctrines of the
church of jesus christ of latter day saints as these doctrines
were concerned with the gathering describes conditions in
the british mission and the methods employed by the mission-
aries to secure converts and further the migration and concludes
with a summary of the beginnings of emigration part II11 deals
with the authority of brigham young and the priesthood in
utah and attempts to show that only the authoritarian policies
of the church made possible the peopling of the great basin
the author devotes one chapter to the policies and practices
adopted by the church authorities to build up utah another
chapter details the methods employed in bringing the british
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mormonscormons to the rocky mountains part III111ili of the volume com-
prises five chapters which analyze the economic background and
occupations of the emigrants discuss the mormon emigration
agents in liverpool and british legislation designed to insure
the health and welfare of emigrating citizens life aboard the
emigrant ships the overland journey from the eastern united
states to the missouri river and finally the journey from the
missouri to utah dr taylor feels that the study of indivi-
dual and family adjustments among british born mormonscormons
must be left to scholars who live in utah this reviewer is a
bit chagrined that dr taylor was apparently unaware of his
studies on british mormon migration and the british mormon
in utah which appeared in the american historical review in
1947 and 1952.1952

it is evident from the foregoing summary of the volume
that it contains a wealth of information and is the result of
much painstaking research the author has explored extensively
the church archives both in salt lake city and in the british
mission and has utilized microfilm supplied by the national
archives in addition he has used most of the recent historical
publications on mormon history the result is an excellent and
informative study of the english mormonscormonsMormons though not a de-
finitive one

in studying the works of some leading writers on mormon-
ism dr taylor became confirmed in his belief that his own
study was worth making since it would fill an important gap
in the others results it is true that a gap exists but it is neither
as deep nor as broad as the author implies in reviewing expec-
tations westward for the utah historical quarterly professor
gustive 0 larson said however the very abundance of
source materials and recognition of more recent publications
emphasize a curious oversight of at least four pioneering con-
tributions namely church emigrationsEmig rations an analysis by years
by assistant church historian andrew jenson appearing in
three volumes of the Contricontributorfutorhutorfuror during the years 1891921891 92
history of the perpetual emigrating fund company a mas-
ter s thesis by this writer completed at the university of utah
in 1926 A century of mormonism in great britain by
richard L evans in 1937 and the gathering of the british
mormonscormons to western america a phd dissertation by M
hamlin cannon at american university in 1950
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dr taylor has researched deeply in the occupations and
number of the mormon emigrants he has not however
utilized earlier research jules remy A journey to great salt
lake city 1861 sir richard F burton the city of the
saints 1861 and 1964 and frederick piercy route from
liverpool to great salt lake valley 1855 and 1962 in other
areas dr taylor has high praise for these authors if he felt
that their statistics were inaccurate it would have been well
for him to say so for the guidance of present and future stu-
dents

certain facets of the story of the british mormon emi-
grants which this reviewer feels might well have been touched
upon in expectations westward include the efforts of president
buchanan and the secretary of state under president hayes to
block the migration the interest of british mormonscormons in coloniz-
ing canada and the importance of kanesvilleganesvilleKanesville iowa both as
the home of the frontier guardian and as a jumping off place
for the overland journey to utah according to jenson kanes
ville for several years had a larger population than the utah
settlements somewhat fuller treatment might also have been
given to the reasons for the establishment of the british mis-
sion and to the migration of the british saints to nauvoo

none of these comments are intended to detract from the
many merits of expectations westward unquestionably dr
taylor has written the best account of the british mormonscormons
that has yet appeared and has added much to our knowledge of
the movement his prizewinningprize winning volume belongs on the book-
shelf of any serious student of mormon history

M hamlin cannon
chief historian
united states air force academy
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WINTHROP S HUDSON religion in america new york
charles scribner s sons 1965 447 ppap

one of the most difficult responsibilities of a historian is
to summarize historical developments without misrepresenting
the facts therefore works such as winthrop S hudson s rel-
igion in Anzamericaerica that contain generalizations and avoid over-
simplifications are most valuable hudson s recent publication
is not only the most thorough and lucid one volume survey of
the story of american religious life that is currently available
but it is also one of the best written works on this subject in
addition to inserting in this history numerous thought provok
ing explanations of the causes of significant religious develop-
ments he has aptly described the major trends in american
religious history and has competently discussed the emergence
in this land of new religious societies in light of their historical
settings there is also an excellent balance in this work instead
of primarily concentrating on the colonial and early national
period hudson has devoted equal attention to the pre civil
war period the post civil war era and the twentieth century
the major concern of this author was not to consider denomi-
national histories nor beliefs of members of american religious
societies but to depict the religious life of the american people
in interaction with other dimensions of their experience p
viii

hudson s description of the progress of religion in colonial
america and in the new nation is one of the best summaries
that has been written on this subject and his analysis of re-
ligious trends in the twentieth century is the most clear and
complete exposition of this difficult topic that is available in
a work of this nature

although this survey is relatively free from factual errors
a few statements need revising and others need clarification
hudson incorrectly wrote that anglican clergy with a few
notable exceptions were zealous tories p 95 A careful
investigation of these religious leaders reveals that a number
of anglican clergy were active patriots or were neutral probably
about half or slightly more of these ministers were zealous
tories hudson further mentioned that settlers of various re-
ligious persuasions resided in new netherlands but failed to
state that prior to 1664 only dutch and english calvinists were
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permitted to organize congregations and hold public servicesservices
in this dutch colony in his summary of religion in colonial
america he failed to emphasize that organized religion was
neglected by most settlers partially because the vast majority of
inhabitants lived on rural farmsteads

although no accurate membership figures are available for
the colonial period this reviewer seriously questions hudson s
conclusion that the presbyterian society was the second largest
denomination in 1776 and that the baptists and anglicans were
about equal in membership at that time according to one
competent study clifford M drury missionary expansion
at home they seek a country G J slosser ed new york
macmillan co 1955 169 in 1789 only about 14000 presby
teriansmerians had gathered into this religious society moreover hud-
son includes in this survey estimates of membership in the early
nineteenth century that have been widely cited about 7 percent
in 1800 and 12.5125125 percent in 1835 but then without sufficient
evidence to support his claims overestimates the numbers who
were attending church during this era by writing that the
number attending a sabbath service was usually three times as
large as the membership p 129

since the emphasis in this work is not on denominational
histories hudson does not devote much attention to mormon-
ism but he does mention the rise of this movement he is
among a minority of non mormon authors who have not erred
regarding joseph smith s description of the first vision and
he accurately described most aspects of this history in relating
the migration of the saints however hudson incorrectly wrote
that after the panic of 18571837 the mormonscormons shifted the base of
operations to independence and then far west missouri p
193 and his bibliographical citations on this subject were
most deficient hudson recorded that the best biography of
smith is fawn brodie no man knows myafy history and
the best account of the movement is thomas F odea the
cormonsmormonsMor mons these are the only books included in his biblio-
graphical references on mormonism with the exception of a
reference to whitney R cross s burned over district

in considering the origin of the book of mormon hudson
cited a theory proposed by alexander campbell quoting camp-
bell hudson suggested that the book of mormon had antici-
pated and given a definitive answer to every error and almost
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every truth discussed in new york for the last ten years p
191 in an attempt to prove that the book of mormon was not
a translated work from ancient records campbell whom hud-
son selected as an authority sought to limit the authorship
of this book to an individual living in western new york in
the early nineteenth century by listing popular topics of dis-
cussion of that period but these were also subjects which were
seriously considered by many people during the middle ages
and during the era of the reformation many reformers such
as menno simons discussed in their writings nearly all the
subjects listed by campbell and hudson moreover it is in-
correct to state that the book of mormon provides a definitive
answer to subjects such as ordination trinity church gov-
ernmenternment eternal punishment who may baptize free-
masonry republican government and the rights of man p
191

although hudson failed to defend satisfactorily his position
regarding the origin of the book of mormon and included a
few other errors in his work this scholar has produced an excel-
lent survey that is with only a few exceptions accurate objec-
tive provocative and penned in an excellent style this and
other literary contributions of winthrop still hudson place
him high on the list of american authors who are publishing
competent works in the field of american church history

milton V backman jr
brigham young university
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ROBERT BRUCE FLANDERS nauvoo kingdom on the mis-
sissippisissippi urbana university of illinois press 1965 364 ppap
6506.50650

this book is based on a doctoral dissertation written for the
university of wisconsin at present the author is an associate
professor of history at the reorganized latter day saints
church s gracelandgravelandGraceland college in lamoni iowa

professor robert flanders has attempted to search deeply
and give insight into the temporal life of joseph smith and the
mormonscormons in nauvoo joseph smith is considered not primarily
as a religious leader but as an economist promoter architect
politician and man of affairs without fully considering the
religious forces the author has attempted to analyze the social
political military and economic facets concerning the mormon
kingdom he has done what most secular historians would
accuse church historians of doing that is of writing church
history in a vacuum

an example of this weakness is found in an interpretation
of the word of wisdom dacd&c 89 to divorce the theological
implications of this revelation and make it a matter of economic
necessity is to ignore a complexity of forces in favor of a simple
cause religious forces as well as economic social and political
forces must be considered in order to reconstruct the why s

of events in church history
after the publication of many inaccurate works by splinter

groups of the church it is refreshing to read in flanders book
a somewhat objective account of historical events such as the
origin of polygamy he sees polygamy originating in nauvoo
with joseph smith rather than in utah with brigham young
moreover he writes about the nine apostles who were led to
utah with the majority of mormonscormonsMormons and of those who were
opposed to the exodus as being a small minority

five of the chapters were most appealing to the reviewer
chapter one has excellent factual material concerning the vari-
ous reasons the saints were so well accepted by the people of
illinois in 18591839 extensive research had to be done before writ-
ing chapter four it deals with the economic social and political
setting of the british converts and their purpose inin emigrating
from england chapter seven on the nauvoo temple helps the
reader to understand the keen feelings of the saints in their
desires for a temple perhaps the eighth is the most enlightening
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chapter it is concerned with the saints political controversies
and their affiliation with both whigs and democrats the
commendable research and writing accomplished by this author
is reflected in these first chapters particularly

there are very few noticeable mechanical errors in the
book such as the misspelling of berrett p 23 there are
however certain errors of fact the author said that details
of itsnauvooits Nauvoo masonic temple size and cost are lacking p
248 the masonic temple is still standing and thus the size
would not be difficult to measure in the text p 311 flan-
ders said that few including smith himself seemed to have
seriously considered the possibilities of his death however
early revelations to joseph smith indicate that he did seriously
consider this possibility certainly as he went to carthage on
june 24 1844 he knew according to his own record that he
would probably be killed the author confused orson hyde
with orson pratt p 269 he quoted ebenezer robinson s ac-
count of orson pratt s disappearance and indicated this was
orson hyde the author makes it sound as if the five thousand
persons who received their endowments in nauvoo were a
minority of the mormonscormons in the nauvoo region p 336 but
four fifths of the adult population is not a minority

the reviewer questions the author s liberal use of and re-
liance on anti mormon sources too much reliance is given to
apostate testimonies john C bennett was a bitter enemy of
the prophet joseph and the mormonscormonsMormons and yet mr flanders
says that the historian could not discount bennett s charges

p 267 ebenezer robinson who wrote a history of the
church fifty years after the events occurred and who at the
time was an apostate from the church might have had some
doubtful historical statements yet flanders has quoted ex-
tensivelytensively from his writings on the other hand flanders failed
to even list B H roberts rise and fall of nauvoo in his
bibliography he seems to have chosen the morsels to suit
his own taste Is it history when the writer tries to reconstruct
the feelings of the saints in nauvoo by quoting such unreliable
representatives as john C bennett does bennett express the
feelings of the majority of saints

two other aspects of flanders book make it objectionable
to members of the church of jesus christ of latter day saints
one is the criticism of brigham young and the mormon church
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inin utah the second is the accusation that joseph smith was an
imposter a false prophet examples of the first are as follows

1 brigham young and his assumption of control over the
church p 123 2 the nauvoo temple being unfinished
he says it was unfinished like the city and kingdom

which might be a good indication of how it was finished 3

the tithing practice of the reorganization being the proper
method p 207 4 the age old accusation that masonry
provided the basis for the nauvoo temple endowment cere-
mony 5 although the author courageously admits the prac-
tice of polygamy in the nauvoo period he is careful to point
out that this came not by revelation but as a simple logical
step 6 he criticizes brigham young for not following
lyman wight to texas as he claims joseph had planned in
this flanders seems to misunderstand the workings of latter
day prophets the receiving of revelation today to guide the
people 7 he contends that joseph smith 111IIIlii was designated
by his father to succeed him as the president of the church

finally the most serious objection of the book from a utah
mormonnformon point of view is the denial of the prophet joseph
smith as a living prophet of god the view of the author is
not unlike that of most modern historians that joseph smith
was a product of the times a creature of the society a temporal
planner promoter architect entrepreneur executive filabusterfilibuster
er and politician this view would quite naturally preclude any
notion that joseph smith could have received revelations from
a supreme being and therefore was an imposter flanders ac-
cuses joseph smith of being an exaggerator p 132 a liar p
275 a compromiser p 120 and a false prophet appp 102-
103 he says that his motives were questionable p 163
that he was not opposed to the danite movement in missouri
and that the revelations he received were of his own making
to the reviewer all these accusations are false and the last
accusation is the most serious he denies the revelation on
plural marriage p 267 although he gave joseph credit for
having had a vision of the nauvoo temple he still says that
the conception of the building was his own the author claims
that the integral part of the gathering of the saints to zion
was for the purpose of speculation rather than to fulfill
prophecy and revelation p 46 and that the lord did not
give the saints foreknowledge of the saints move to the west
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p 289 see andrus hyrum L joseph smith and the
west BYU studies vol 11II no 2 ppap 129147.129147129 147

the criticisms of the prophet joseph smith are not based
on an examination of all sources available the author seems to
try to place doubt in the mind of the reader concerning
joseph smith and revelation an example of this may be found
in a footnote on page five the author would place doubt in
the mind of the reader when he says matthew L davis was
not a member of congress as joseph smith had said he was
intimating that joseph did not tell the truth this doubt towards
joseph s character could have been dispelled had flanders noted
that matthew L davis was a political correspondent in washi-
ngton at that time it was not a serious mistake for joseph to
assume that davis was a politician rather than a correspondent
although joseph made an error in identity the man did exist
who apparently wrote the article joseph was quoting

yes joseph smith was human he made mistakes and was
the first to admit it but why emphasize his errors unless the
errors are significant

in spite of these weaknesses much valuable historical infor-
mation has been collected and well written by professor flan-
ders this is a book that amateur and professional historians
should read if they are interested in an economic social and
political treatise on the life of joseph smith and the mormonscormons
in their kingdom on the mississippi

lamar C berrett
brigham young university
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WALTER M ABBOTT S J general editor and VERY REV
MSGR JOSEPH GALLAGHER translation editor the documents
of vatican II11 new york america press association press
1966 792 ppap

many of the outstanding works of both catholic and pro-
testant conciliar scholarship especially those produced on the
continent in languages other than english are almost unknown
here in the united states this publication has compensated in
part for that deficiency the whole work is a witness of the
reasonable reliability of the conciliar operation as it was car-
ried out under modemmodern conditions in vatican II11

although editor abbott deserves proper recognition the real
credit should go to the very rev msgr joseph gallagher for
an outstanding translation job the technical terms of any
ecclesiastical latin document present a formidable challenge to
the best language scholars and father gallagher has not been
found wanting

it would not be easy for the general editor to get into
academic trouble with the redaction of the documents them-
selves they simply are all there relieving the reader of any
concern about control of information through selectivity it is
with respect to the choosing and editing of those who wrote the
introductory portions preceding each document and the respec-
tive followupfollow up response in each instance that there is justifica-
tion for criticism

not every author of the given response offers genuine and
objective critical evaluation of the document under considera-
tion this might be anticipated in light of the fact that eight
respondents were handpickedhand picked from among the non catholic
official observers at the council and must have sensed at least
indirectly a degree of responsibility for the outcome some
having functioned in an advisory capacity to the several draft
committees in spite of their non catholic identification with the
council

several of the writers of introductory materials from an
inner cameral vantage point have witnessed the evolution of
certain documents from the first draft through to the accepted
and promulgated finished product knowing the painful pro-
cess of polishing which took place they feel proud and satis-
fied with what emerged in comparison with what was first
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offered this is vividly described in the words of archbishop
paul J hallinan of atlanta

every document of the council picked itsts way through
the rocky fields of preparation and debate with a crossfirecrossmirecrossfire of
criticism amendments rejection or qualified approval to
the final conciliar approval and promulgation

in some instances the respondent showing forth his general
enthusiasm for the spirit of aggiornamento so apparent in
much of the work of the council has read greater ecumenicity
into the text of a given document than a more careful scrutiny
will justify moreover the occasional appearance of a state-
ment or portion of a document which reflects a reversion back
to catholicism s traditional position brings forth a show of
disappointment from the protestant respondent as though such
were not to be expected and the resulting mild hand slapping
has an amusing naughty naughty tone

in spite of any weaknesses the whole work is generally
commendable and as in the case of the council itself might
well cause one to wonder if the dialogue which it reflects is
really true on the other hand there remains always the tragic
possibility that much of this may suffer the fate of many former
council contributions and in the words of dr albert C outler
promptly be interred in the vast mausoleum of ecumenical

literature and never be actually implemented in the ongoing
life of the church

A burt horsley
brigham young university
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GRAHAM B BLAINE JR youth and the hazards of afflu-
ence the high school and college years new york harper
& row publishers 1965 143 ppap 4504504.50

A week before publication date of this delightful book dr
blaineblamebiame previewed it for the utah chapter of the harvard club
to the mutual pleasure of the author and the club now any-
one with 4504.50450 or a library card can share the pleasure of hear-
ing a professional person in a high place chief of psychiatry
harvard university health services uphold the need for de-
cency self control self restraint postponement of some gratifi-
cationscations concern for the welfare of others and spiritual and
ethical values in religion

brevity and a misstatement of title are the principal criti-
cismscismascisms profound changes inin attitudes and behavior are
acknowledged but affluence is implicated only in making the
student role the way of life for most americans between five
and twentyfivetwenty five as a rite and a right at least for white chil-
dren in making available to youth unearned material goods
in removing family survival values as concrete transmissible
virtues and in paradoxical reduction in communication time
available between parents and children moonlightingmoon lighting fathers
and working mothers

we are inheriting the wind of a generation of progressive
educators and misinterpreters of st sigmund who held that a
child should not be punished and that encouraging the expres-
sion of every hostile aggressive or destructive impulse would
automatically insure the development of creativity originality
and a healthy personality

now we return to the ancient wisdom that the conscience
is formed in the first six to eight years by parents who have a
clear sense of right and wrong a willingness to punish and
firmness from eight onward conscience is further developed
by example from parents or other models who set limits for
themselves who define and make known their views who let
the child learn by experience and who reserve punishment and
basic limit setting to the major issues there is no mechanical
substitute for the rewards of parents hugs smiles glows of
pride nor for the punishments felt from a frown growl spank-
ing or groan of disappointment human communication by
voice hand facial expression or loving arms is as essential for
healthy child development as air and water
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dr blameblainebiame views the dropout problem lightly the majority
of high school dropouts go into apprenticeships or trade schools
the college dropout is most likely to return to the same school
dropping out may be helpful giving the student experience
with direct simple completablecomple table tasks and a chance to reevalu-
ate the attractiveness of the world of the laborer

the tragedy of underachievementunderachievement often masks from stu-
dent parent and school an underlying adolescent rebellion
usually dismissed as poor attitude laziness or lack of will
power failure to recognize the underlying rebellion usually
leads to ways of handling which only aggravate it

changing patterns of sexual attitudes and behavior the
new morality tremendously concern students parents and ad-
ministrators ready availability of contraceptive material and
information importation of attitudes from norway and swed-
en decline in religious interest and fear of eternal damnation
decline in prohibitive attitudes of some churches encourage-
ment by mass media drive to demonstrate masculinity or femi-
ninity or popularity and apparent approval in some profession-
al circles all play some role in the changing patterns but one
factor has been the cruel hoax of confusing maturity with
freedom and license parents and administrators have been

guilty of not facing the double talk of youth for what it is
outwardly a demand for freedom masking a plea for help Mini

control in setting limits parents as well as authorities in
schools and colleges should not be ahead of the times in their
attitudes toward sexual morality giving up rules has deprived
many students of a protection that has been valued highly and
needed badly college rules and expressed parental attitudes
should bolster and protect both the girls and the young men
who are not yet ready to adopt for themselves the standards of
what appears to be a movement toward greater sexual free-
dom

recent bitter experience at harvard with drug problems
could be repeated on other campuses dr blaine suggests more
firm control over the availability of narcotics pep pills seda
tives psychedelic drugs and alcohol and recommends that
youth be furnished with enough factual information that they
can make valid decisions about not using drugs the search for
a change in personality escape from feelings of inadequacy
and inferiority relief from anxiety tempt many adolescents to
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experiment with drugs we must look to the needs of the
person who Is seeking answers to his personal problems in drugs
and help him find these answers elsewhere

riotous behavior the bane of the college administrator
seems to be getting more destructive more vicious search for
brutal excitement deep contempt for law and order and boiling
rage seem to be replacing high spirits of earlier student riots
riots need a cause a trigger and a climate causes are a dime
a dozen today triggers exist almost every day the climate is
the place where college authorities can concentrate their pre-
ventive efforts with firmness and reasonableness here again
students send a double message a demand for freedom and a
need for control they protest but they want limits set they
11 expect authority to react to their rebellion but to react in a
strong and unflustered manner and not to cave in no matter
how strong the provocation they expect their elders to be
respectful concerned and at the same time wise and resolute

dr blaineblamebiame considers religion second only to the family in
healthy personality development he decries current trends of
despiritualization intellectual izationiza tion rationalization and the
attempts to amalgamate religion and psychiatry which should
be complementary and not competitive adolescent rebellion
against the church profession of atheism and agnosticism are
often handled by churches in ways which tend to further alien-
ate the person most in need recent capitulation of certain
churches to accept the new morality abandons youth at a
time he needs a firm spiritual and ethical position

parental responsibility to youth converges around three
areas being good models or providing them from exemplary
persons from fiction theater TV citing facts out of their
own greater experience and knowledge and providing a chal-
lenge so the youth may feel their own strength through con-
structivestructive experience the fight for grades is no longer a proper
challenge for many and for these military service VISTA or
the peace corps may present a suitable challenge this review-
er would like to add an LDS missionmission as the best example of
meaningful challenge

dr louis G moench
salt lake clinic
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